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Executive Summary
The present document is a high-level report of the activities performed in the Clusters 2.0
Living Labs during the project period. The document is organized as follows:
First, in chapter 1, an introduction section is presented, where general objectives of Clusters
2.0 are described, as well as the 3 main LLs summarized descriptions. Additionally, the
methodology used for LLs management is described. A Living Lab is by nature dynamic and
cyclical and takes place in a multi-stakeholder environment, which makes planning of activities
challenging but also extremely important. To manage LL activities that need to be performed,
various phases and building blocks are defined. The FESTA methodology is used as a starting
point together with the well-known Deming circle of Plan-Do-Check-Act. Using this
methodology, LLs are originally planned in different 3 iterations. First iteration is to prepare
the Living Labs for an initial testing phase. During the second iteration the initial solutions are
tested in a real-life environment in order to be improved and be able to test a full set of the
solution during the third iteration. This original plan has been adapted in each Living Lab as
the different testing scenarios deal with a particular reality that makes that LLs progress in
different velocities.
Chapters 2 to 5 describe the story of each particular LL, starting from the context before the
start of Clusters 2.0. Also, all the preparation activities performed prior to the Living Lab
execution are described, focusing on the barriers and enablers during preparation phase. After
that, Living Lab execution activities are described, putting the focus on the users that have
participated and in the pilot results achieved during testing phase. Lastly, each LL section
finalises with a list of lessons learned extracted during the whole process. These lessons
learned should help in the promotion of these initiatives and new ones after the end of Clusters
2.0.
The specificity of each Living Lab and their complementarity appears at first glance in the
following description:








Cluster Community System Living Lab has been mainly focused on the
development of Cluster Community System in Bologna cluster. Firstly, it has been
focused on the testing of service publishing, booking and monitoring of the GTS
Bologna – Piacenza railway routes. Also, it has been connected with Trieste Port
Authority Port Community System, testing the publishing vessels schedule and
booking slots in the vessels. Finally, it has been connected to xIntermodal tool in order
to improve the visibility on rail connections and find intermodal connections.
Massification Living Lab has been based in 3 main pillars. First pillar has been the
community building at the clusters as per the Euralogistic massification methodology.
The second one the development of the Argusi Quick Check Tool (QCT) to visualize
intermodal opportunities. And the last one the collection of the intermodal service
offerings for the clusters in the consortium and the use of these intermodal offering
data in the X-Intermodal tool developed by PTV.
Dynamic Airport Cluster Living Lab has been focused on the implementation of Slot
Booking Application in Brussels Airport, building a strong community of ground
handlers and freight forwarders. The application allows to book slots in advance,
improving a lot the waiting times. With the success of the Living LAb in Brussels, it is
an objective to replicate the solution in other airports such as Liege airport.
Innovative Cluster Handling Technology Living Lab has tested two main physical
solutions, the New Modular Load Units and the horizontal truck-train transhipment
technology. First a NMLU prototype has been developed in order to test warehouse
scenarios. In a 2nd round of testing, a new NMLU prototype has been constructed for
warehouse and intermodal transport scenarios, and also testing the horizontal
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transhipment technology. On the other side, a fully automatic version of the
ContainerMover has been developed and tested for the truck-train transhipment.
Finally, the document is closed with a Synergies & Final Conclusions section, where all the
synergies between the LLs are put together, extracting very valuable conclusions and lessons
learned for the near future of logistics ecosystem. Some of these conclusions are:
CluCS node is a very good opportunity to give more visibility of LSPs and MTOs offered
services to new customers. The most important benefit of CluCS for railway companies and
MTOs is selling the train slots very quickly and allows MTOs to access a wider market thus
they have the possibility to reach a higher saturation of their trains by selling their spare
capacity. As there is some reluctance in the operators in order to publish their free capacity
due to the competition, CluCS must evolve in order to further explore the possibility of offering
its services to the operators guaranteeing their “anonymity”.
The promotion of the massification concept and the testing of the X-Intermodal and the Quick
Check Tool in different project and expert workshops has shown that there is high interest in
these concepts and solutions. Promotion of the concept will actively continue after the project
end, ensuring that the organization which acts as Cluster owner has the highest neutrality
level as possible. Involving intermodal operators and LSPs is crucial, as involving them implies
to integrate their customer base, facilitating data sharing. Data availability is crucial for the
success of the massification concept. In order to promote the adoption of the tools developed
in the Living Lab, a freemium offering of these solutions is envisaged in order to facilitate the
process.
Slot Booking Application has been able to create a visibility solution allowing the air cargo
supply chain to collaboratively plan, execute and track their shipments through CargoStream
platform, with the success of involving almost the 90% of stakeholders involved in the Brussels
airport community. The solution has been progressively improved, and the customer base has
been increased during the project life, building a cooperative and strong community between
competitors. The results in terms of number of slots booked and reductions of waiting times
show the success of the pilot.
Innovative Cluster Handling Technology LL has proved that the NMLUs improve sustainability.
The Living Lab has demonstrated that the use of NMLU makes more effective some
procedures such as transhipment of trucks and cross-docking, but on the other hand there is
a clear resistance in the industry to the introduction of a new loading unit between pallet-size
and container/truck. The benefits of using these new technologies have to be optimally
disseminated to the actors involved in the whole process. Also, the transhipment between
truck and train has been tested successfully, testing a fully automatic version of the
ContainerMover.
These conclusions are explained in detail in the Synergies & Final Conclusions section.
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1. Introduction
Clusters 2.0.vision is to leverage the full potential of European Logistics Clusters for a
sustainable, efficient and fully integrated transport system, making optimal use of an Open
Network of Logistics Clusters operating in the frame of Ten-T and supporting local, regional
and European development, while keeping neutral the local impacts such as congestion,
noise, land use and local pollution levels.
Clusters 2.0 covers 3 different and complementary Living Labs to operate utilise and validate
technical developments and solutions on one side and new physical solutions on the other
side, developed in the 3 technical work packages.
WP5 establishes a single collaborative space supporting decisions making, trusted
communication and information exchange and the creation of a scalable collaborative
environment among the large community of Clusters 2.0 research and industry partners
working in the Living Labs identifying potential barriers or opportunities. Living Labs drive the
Clusters 2.0 innovation and developments by applying the methodological and technical
developments from technical WPs into practical business cases and context, implementing
and testing the methods and technological solutions developed in these WPs and transferring
scaling up the results and conclusions.
The three Clusters 2.0 Living Labs are:
1. Proximity Terminal Network & Cluster Community System: This Living Lab acts at
Cluster level in order to test and validate into a real business context the Cluster
Community System (CluCS). CluCS is the IT platform enabling integrated management of
the Cluster available resources and the synchronization of operations and the Proximity
Terminal Network (PTN) potentialities as Cluster building blocks and the establishment of
value added services (e.g. co-packing and shipment consolidation, late product
differentiation, assembling and testing, logistics process tracking, vehicle load factor
optimisation, last mile optimisation and connections with cities, single booking window).
This LL is described in section 2.
2. Symbiotic Network of Logistics Clusters: This Living Lab aims at connecting TEN-T
corridors’ hubs or hubs considered strategic in Clusters 2.0 together, where European
shippers, LSPs and 4PLs have been convinced by regional neutral bodies to bundle their
volume in a regional TEN-T hub. Based on the methodology developed between Dourges
and Barking terminal, the freight bundling concept is duplicated to other TEN-T hubs. To
this end, volumes will be shipped smoothly within TEN-T corridors. During the initial phase
of the project this LL has been divided in 2 different paths that are described in sections 3
and 4.
3. Innovative Cluster Handling Technology: This Living Lab links the work on developing
intermodal connections with the development and testing of new modular intermodal
container prototypes, new transhipment and handling technologies in a real business case.
This LL is described in section 5.
Clusters 2.0 methodology leverages synergies across the Living Labs and the solutions
developed. Furthermore, Clusters 2.0 methodology accompanies the solutions development
with a rigorous regimen of measurement so as to establish proof that the innovations
developed in the Living Labs really work in actual operating conditions and are consistent with
important business parameters.
A Living Lab is by nature dynamic and cyclical and takes place in a multi-stakeholder
environment, which makes planning of activities challenging but also extremely important. To
cluster and generalize the activities that need to be performed, various phases and building
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blocks were defined. The FESTA methodology was used as a starting point together with the
well-known Deming circle of Plan-Do-Check-Act. The result is a V-shaped model that
describes the high-level activities for a Living Lab. In total, the model contains 4 phases, PlanDo-Check-Act, and 10 building blocks, of which 2 run continuously in the Living Lab and are
not part of a specific phase, “Environment” and “Stakeholder commitment”. The below figure
describes these building blocks and how they are inter-related.

Figure 1 – Living Labs methodology

Clusters 2.0 methodology leverages synergies across the Living Labs and the solutions
developed.
The original plan for the Living Labs management established 3 iterations where the main
activities of each of these iterations are detailed in the below figure.
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Figure 2 – Living Labs original plan

This plan has been adapted in each Living Lab in order to deal with the particular reality in the
testing scenarios, as Living Labs have been progressing with different maturity levels, dealing
with specific barriers and enablers that have impacted in the design, preparation and execution
of the pilots.
Chapters from 2 to 5 describe the story of each particular LL, starting from the context before
the start of Clusters 2.0. Also, all the preparation activities performed prior to the Living Lab
execution are described, focusing on the barriers and enablers during preparation phase. After
that, Living Lab execution activities are described, putting the focus on the users that have
participated, and in the results achieved during testing phase. Lastly, each LL section finalises
with a list of lessons learned extracted during the whole process. These lessons learned
should help in the promotion of these initiatives and new ones after the end of the project.
Finally, the document is closed with a Synergies & Final Conclusions section, where all the
synergies between the LLs are put together, extracting very valuable conclusions and lessons
learned for the near future.
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2. Cluster Community System Living Lab
2.1 Context before Clusters 2.0
Terminals operating in one region are typically working independently from other terminals
without joint management tools that could improve overall performance and provide smart
specialized services as a cluster of hubs.
There is a need for well-coordinated Terminals and Hubs, including smart specialization of
operations, to maximise throughput, while keeping neutral local environmental impacts, and
establishing value added services (e.g. co-packing and shipment consolidation, late product
differentiation, assembling and testing, logistics process tracking, vehicle load factor
optimisation, last mile optimisation and connections with cities, single booking window). Some
initiatives have addressed the role of the hubs as central nodal point within the supply chain:
ECT extended gate concept; new business models with forwarders joining the terminal
operator companies (i.e. EMONS, HOYER, BERTSCHI, others); intermodal terminals and
rail/or barge/or ferry links (CREAM); inland port and seaport hinterland services;
Eurogate/HHLA joint venture to establish "integrated" hinterland hubs; Port of Antwerp/IFB
networks ("wet" by barge and "dry" by train) operated by IFB but all of them lack of balanced
collaboration with other proximity terminals and hubs in the region, being therefore central
focussed.
In Clusters 2.0, Cluster Community System (CluCS) objective is to be an IT platform
supporting the governance and the smoothening of operations within a cluster through the
efficient management of information. This starts from the cargo flows and assets management
at PTN (Proximity Terminal Network) level and then is blown up to the surrounding logistics
hubs, especially ports, thus configuring the Cluster. The exploitation of CluCS capabilities
would allow a coordinated management of multiple hubs with different specializations, creating
synergies and linking the cluster itself to different TEN-T corridors.
Indeed, CluCS will be a unique and first attempt to establish coordination and collaboration
between neighbouring and regional terminals on the one side and bundling cargo under
coordinated processes on the other side. CluCS would also transfer methods and research
results as developed in the context of Port Community Systems (PCS) towards a cluster
context (also building up on and advancing beyond iCargo, eMAR, GET Services, CONTAIN,
EcoHubs project results).

2.2 Preparation
Cluster Community System (CluCS) will provide full visibility and operations management
capabilities in all the terminals in a certain cluster functioning as connector between the
different sub-systems. It will enable integrated management of the available resources in the
cluster and the synchronization of the operations. The approach will be to connect: i) The
Proximity Terminal Network (PTN) i.e main regional terminals (Interporto Bologna, Parma and
Marzaglia) and ii) The Cluster of the PTN, including the influential Ports (Trieste), thus
connecting: Road, Rail, Sea. The CluCS will optimize the functioning of the PTN within the
Cluster. The CluCS will enhance efficiency and competitiveness for the logistics actors
operating in the region.
Clusters have to provide the freight transport actors with functionalities to exploit their full
potential. The various steps of freight supply chain have to be considered to serve the parties’
needs.
Indeed, in the CluCS first phase, the transport needs are basically targeted, breaking down
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the transport chain in three main phases:
A. planning;
B. execution;
C. monitoring.
Furthermore, Clusters interact with under and above –standing supply chain sections, thus
including the Proximity Network Terminal and the synchronization tools that could harmonize
the clusters functioning. This can be summarized in an initial concept for the CluCS for short,
which is schematized in the below figure.

Figure 3 – CluCS basic functional rationale

These 3 main functionalities were divided in different use cases in the first stages of the
project. This led to an initial definition of use cases detailed below.
Planning function:
1. UC: Service publishing
LSP: Backend connects to AP (Access Point) and sends services catalogue to CluCS; Services
catalogue is received by CluCS through its APs and stored in the Cluster Central Node;
CluCS: receives logistics services catalogues from LSPs and Terminals via APs connected to LSPs
systems backend and it publishes them making them available for the widest potential audience
and then to receive bookings for other customers.

2. UC: Intermodal Service booking: for shippers operating within the Cluster and to
destinations both intra and extra Cluster
Shipper: Creates booking request to CluCS (Central Node) via Web Interface providing details
about cargo characteristics and dates;
CluCS: Receives and elaborates booking request from shippers inserted via CluCS web interface;
CluCS: Based on services catalogues received previously from LSPs shows intermodal services
booking proposal to shippers via CluCS web interface
Shipper: Accept intermodal service proposal (services booking) via CluCS web interface;
CluCS: Receives booking confirmation from shippers;
CluCS: Informs all involved LSPs of new intermodal services to execute sending messages to their
respective APs;
LSP: Receives booking request from CluCS via its AP;
LSP: Sends confirmation of services to provide them to CluCS via its backend through AP.
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3. UC: Service planning and coordination with Nallian Data Platform and PTN
CluCS: CluCS Central Node aggregates all information about bookings of intermodal logistics
services departing from nodes within the cluster;
CluCS: CluCS Central Node creates a message with information about bookings with destinations
outside the cluster;
CluCS: CluCS Central Node sends this information to CargoStream (Nallian);
CargoStream: CargoStream receives the data from CluCS Central Node and aggregates it with
data from other Clusters. If potential optimization processes are found, CargoStream communicates
them to CluCS Central Node;
CluCS: CluCS Central Node distributes the received information with all involved nodes in the
potential optimization solution proposed.

Execution function:
1. UC: Road transport cargo pooling
LSP: Backend connects to AP and sends services catalogue to CluCS;
LSP: Services catalogue is received by CluCS through its AP and stored in the Cluster Central
Node;
CluCS: Receives bookings from shippers via web interface;
CluCS: Receives logistics services catalogues from LSPs and Terminals via Aps connected to
LSPs systems backend;
CluCS: Searches cargo pooling opportunities;
CluCS: Informs PTN Manager of potential optimization processes by cargo pooling;
PTN Manager: Analyses optimization potentialities detected by CluCS;
PTN Manager: Makes proposals of cargo pooling to shippers.

2. UC: Rail/maritime cargo consolidation
LSP: Backend connects to AP and sends services catalogue to CluCS;
LSP: Services catalogue is received by CluCS through its AP and stored in the Cluster Central
Node;
CluCS: Receives bookings from shippers via web interface;
CluCS: Receives logistics services catalogues from LSPs and Terminals via Aps connected to
LSPs systems backend;
CluCS: Searches cargo consolidation opportunities;
CluCS: Informs PTN Manager of potential optimization processes by cargo consolidation;
PTN Manager: Analyses optimization potentialities detected by CluCS;
PTN Manager: Makes proposals of cargo consolidation to shippers.

3. UC: Terminal operations visibility
Terminal: Backend connects to AP and sends information about cargo units and their
correspondent status to CluCS;
CluCS: Information about cargo units and their correspondent status is received by CluCS through
its AP and stored in the Cluster Central Node;
CluCS: Informs upon request users of CluCS information about cargo units and their correspondent
status.

Monitoring function:
1. UC: Real time monitoring (Logistics services catalogue update)
LSP: Backend connects to AP and sends services catalogue to CluCS;
CluCS: Services catalogue is received by CluCS through its APs and stored in the Cluster Central
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Node;
CluCS: Receives logistics services catalogues from LSPs and Terminals via APs connected to
LSPs systems backend; it publishes them making them available for the widest potential audience
and giving them the opportunity to receive bookings from other customers.
LSP: Backend connects to AP and sends updated services catalogue to CluCS;
CluCS: Receives via AP the renews Services Catalogues and updates Services Catalogues that
have suffered changes;
CluCS: In the case the updated Services Catalogue interferes with a Logistics Service Booking
made in the platform by a Shipper, CluCS communicates the change to all involved parties.

During the evolution of the Living Lab, different stakeholders have been involved in CluCS.


GTS: GTS is a leading company in Italy and Europe in intermodal transport. It was founded
in 1977 and its mission is to remove the trucks from the roads. The initial routes that were
planned to test the LL (between Bologna and Parma / Marzaglia) were replaced with the
route Bologna – Piacenza with the involvement of GTS.

Figure 4 – GTS routes



EMT Trieste Terminal Proposal: EMT (Europa Multipurpose Terminal) is a member of
Yalova Ro-Ro Terminals AS group. It was established in 2010 by Francesco Parisi and
operates on Pier VI in the port of Trieste with a 25 years concession (2012-2034). Pier VI
is located in the centre of the Port of Trieste and its main features are 80.000 sqm total
area, 1500 m berths, one RO-RO berth, draft 29′ to 33′, four rail tracks and one 9000 sqm
warehouse.
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Figure 5 – EMT Intermodal Hub

New requirements from different stakeholders, business needs, evaluation process and
lessons learned during the evolution of the LL showed that there was a need for a re-design
of the solution.
With this, a collaboration with TPA (Trieste Port Authority) Sinfomar Port Community System
was envisaged with the following functionality in mind:
Pre-arrival integrated notice functionality to speed up train related processes
Benefits:
 To foster the utilization of Sinfomar as a single data collector and unique platform for the
Trieste Port Community;
 To avoid exchanges of data and information asynchronously, that are not complete and
with different formats concerning the logistic units that compose each single train;
 To allow train agents or terminal operators to smoothly create trains.
1. Integrated management of pre-arrival notice for each single train incoming at the
Port of Trieste
 Creation of a new module in Sinfomar - “Train pre-arrival notice”:
- Integration of the different pre-arrival notices of the individual logistic units that
constitute the entire train arriving at the Port of Trieste, by assigning the logistic units
to an empty train already generated in Sinfomar;
- Creation of individual pre-arrival notice of the different logistic units in order to
prearrange the train composition for the final compilation of the CH30 document (train
track, arrival expected date at the Port of Trieste);
- Integration of this new train pre-arrival notice with the current pre-arrival module (also
linked to road and maritime transportation) already present in Sinfomar.
- Users: Freight forwarders, MTO (Multimodal Transport Operator) and train agents.
2. Integration of the train pre-arrival notice with customs documents to support the
composition of the CH30 document for trains incoming at the Port of Trieste
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Creation of a new functionality in Sinfomar to allow the upload customs documents
supporting the composition of the CH30 document for trains arriving at the Port of Trieste:
- Realization of a dedicated Database, within Sinfomar, to upload and store customs
support documents for each logistic unit (customs document, date of issue, type of
document, etc.);
- Allowing tracking of customs documents uploaded by authorized operators;
- The realization of this Database will not be inherent only to the railway traffic and to
the related railway module in Sinfomar but it will be a component of Sinfomar which
can be consulted through research functionalities regardless of its correlation with the
composition of the railway CH30 document.

3. Assignment of single logistic unit to compose trains leaving the Port of Trieste,
starting the process from customs manifest
 Creation of a new functionality to be inserted in the “train pre-arrival notice” module in
Sinfomar:
- Allowing authorised operators to assign containers/vehicles by selecting the logistic
units right in the arrival customs manifest when the ship is approaching the Port of
Trieste;
- Creation of a list of containers/vehicles that are foreseen to leave the Port of Trieste
by train;
- New functionality to import data in the CH30 document: logistic/customs information
already present in arrival customs manifest.
- Users: Freight forwarders, MTO (Multimodal Transport Operator), train agents,
shipping agents and terminal operators.
The general changes/additions from the original use cases defined in the first stages of the
project are detailed below:
Planning
1. UC - Service publishing
 Train route schedule management
GTS publishes weekly the schedule for GTS train routes.
GTS Node (Access Point)
• Sends weekly the schedule for each train route.
CluCS Central Node (Access Point)
• Receives the weekly train schedule and update the availability of
GTS services into CluCS.
Shipper (CluCS web-app)
• Sees the GTS weekly train schedule between Bologna and
Piacenza.

 Free slot synchronization
Bologna – Piacenza GTS slots status synchronization.
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GTS Node (Access Point)
• Constantly checks and evaluates (last minutes, status of train
loading, last booking activities) the availability of free slots.
• For each planned train route it sends the updated list of free
slots.
CluCS Central Node (Access Point)
• Receives the list of free slots and update their availability into
CluCS.
Shippers (CluCS web-app)
• See the current status of GTS free slot for each planned
train route between Bologna and Piacenza.

The integration with Trieste EMT makes that CluCS implements the below functions:
 Vessel voyage schedule management
Vessels schedule is updated monthly using EMT AP client simulator.
EMT Node (Access Point)
• Sends monthly the schedule for each vessel voyage.

CluCS Central Node (Access Point)
• Receives the monthly vessel voyage schedule and update
the availability of EMT services into CluCS.
Shipper // Haulier (CluCS web-app)
• Sees the EMT monthly vessel voyage schedule between
Trieste and Turkey.

Screenshots of the developed services publishing functionality are shown in the below figure:
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Figure 6 – CluCS Logistics Services publishing

2. UC - Service booking
 Free slot booking (service booking)
Booking of slots by shippers in routes between Bologna and Piacenza.
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Shippers (CluCS web-app)
• Via CluCS web-app select one or more GTS free slot for
Bologna-Piacenza or Piacenza-Bologna train route.
• Confirm the service booking request.

CluCS Central Node (Access Point)
• Receives the booking request and sends it to GTS node
(Access Point).

GTS Node (Access Point)
• Receives and validates the request according to different
criteria (e.g. financial security, pricing, etc.)
• Replies asynchronously with status “Confirmed” or "Rejected".

CluCS Central Node (Access Point)
• Receives the confirmation or rejection of the request and
update the status of slots.

Shippers (CluCS web-app)
• Check the status of requests via CluCS web-app.

Free slot booking refers to entire scheduled trains for a specific route where there are free
slots that the MTO can make available because they have not been sold yet to shippers. It is
a kind of marketplace of the available slots in order to move goods.
The freight transport service can be configured for a D2D (Door to Door) delivery (besides rail
transport, it also includes initial and final path by road transport) or a T2T (Terminal to
Terminal) delivery (the sale of the transport service by rail to the shipper).
The sale process of GTS free slots can be divided in 4 phases:
1. MTO sends to CluCS the list of the “basic services” and of the “additional services”
that he/she offers;
2. MTO publishes the available slots on a specific train (timely updating the free slots in
accordance with the new bookings and until the closure of the bookings)
3. The shipper verifies the availability of the slots and, if interested, he starts the booking
procedure giving the details of the goods (type of goods, gross weight, transport of
dangerous goods, etc.)
4. Phase 2 and 3 recur over time until the closure of the bookings for specific train path.
The upload of data on CluCS by MTO happens through sending messages in M2M modality
(Machine to Machine Communication), which refers to direct communication between devices
using any communications channel, including wired and wireless, or through web interface.
The shippers check the availability of free slot through the acquisition of messages in M2M
modality or through web interface.
The integration with Trieste EMT makes that CluCS implements the below functions:
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Vessel booking with arrival by road (EMT proposal)

Shippers // Haulier (CluCS web-app)
• Via CluCS web-app select the preferred vessel voyage
or at least the destination.
• Specify data about ITU and truck
• Confirm the service booking request.
CluCS Central Node (Access Point)
• Receives the booking request and sends it to EMT node
(Access Point).
EMT Node (Access Point)
• Receives the request and save it into the open booking
platform developed by EMT.
EMT vessel department (EMT Booking web-app*)
• Evaluate the request, confirm, reject or move to a different
voyage.
CluCS (Access Point)
• Receives the confirmation or rejection of the request and
update the status of the booking request.
• Check the status of requests via CluCS web-app.

UC Description: intermodal service booking for shippers or haulier operating within
destinations extra Cluster (Turkey).
Screenshot of the booking management is displayed below:
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Figure 7 – CluCS Booking management

Screenshot of the booking service is displayed below:

Figure 8 – CluCS Booking Service

3. UC - Service planning and coordination with Nallian Data Platform and PTN
This use case is changed in order to connect to X-Intermodal instead of CargoStream
CluCS will not communicate anymore with CargoStream (that will be used for air cargo) due
to changes in Massification LL that will be explained in Massification Living Lab (section 3),
but with PTV X-Intermodal data manager platform. It will allow Bologna-Trieste Cluster’s users
to interact with a network of other clusters at European level.
Use case: Service planning and coordination with PTV X-Intermodal data manager
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Description

It will allow the Bologna-Trieste Cluster’s users to interact with a network of other clusters at
European level, all aggregated in the PTV X-Intermodal data manager platform, permitting in
this manner the organization of optimized cargo flows for and from destinations outside the
Cluster.
• Service Providers and MTOs: can access to significant knowledge about the intermodal
terminals’ services in different European clusters thus better positioning themselves in the
European transport network and improving their services planning;
• Terminals: can have more operations visibility;
• Shippers: can have more visibility of other European clusters services

In this first phase, CluCS will be limited to send train timetables data through Web Service and
at the same time we have made a data extraction in CSV format.
X-Intermodal is integrated as an external service to CluCS receiving and integrating
information from the platform. Especially, CluCS receive data from X-Intermodal via the CluCS
Access Point technology.
This integration will benefit both platforms: on the one side X-Intermodal will allow CluCS to
have more visibility intra and extra-Cluster, while on the other side, CluCS will give the
possibility to X-Intermodal users not only to find the best transport solution, but also to have
updated information and to book and monitor different solutions.
The detail of the tests performed of the different use cases is detailed in the Annexes.
Workshops during preparation phase
A workshop in Interporto Bologna was organized on Wednesday 12th June 2019 to present
Cluster Community System (CluCS) to potential users and external partners (terminal
operators, LSPs, Shippers, railway companies, infrastructure/hub managers, etc.) from EmiliaRomagna region.
The user-centred perspective of the workshop resulted in an interactive and constructive
feedback about CluCS. Specific indications about what challenges could end-users face when
using it were gathered, as well as what improvements were needed in view of its exploitation.
Participants also stated their availability to cooperate to develop the CluCS platform.
The outputs of the questionnaires are included in deliverable 2.5 Handbook for Smart Clusters
Development. In particular, the responses of shippers and LSP/Value-added logistics services
(VALS) providers were analysed deeper as they are the most important actors in CluCS
network.
In summary, shippers expect from CluCS better business results due to decreased service
costs and a more visible, flexible and reliable service. Through the value-added service of
cargo consolidation and cargo pooling transport capacities are better utilized, lead times are
decreased, and transport costs reduced. Whereas, LSP/VALS providers expect more
engagement in intra- and inter- cluster related transport and logistics activities as a result of
more intensive transportation and warehousing services which will improve responsiveness
and decrease delays and waiting times at nodes.
On the other side, cost of participation to the CluCS network and for the IT system integration
is a barrier for these stakeholders, due to their unwillingness to cooperate. For shippers the
size of the costs depends whether they are a big manufacturer with their own IT system or a
SME. LSP/VALS providers may consider also some costs for additional service provision (e.g.
business process redesign) to satisfy client requests. Another barrier for both shippers and
VALS providers is related to the reliability and reputation of a brand-new platform such CluCS.
It is important for these aggregating and collaborative platforms to build a solid reputation to
become a “trusty” partner for the relevant stakeholders; clear governance and transparency
on the platform operations is a must to support this process.
Furthermore, another powerful aspect to overcome these barriers, is the motivation of the
stakeholders who see the highest potential benefit in joining CluCS network which can be
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used to convince other stakeholders with a less than acceptable benefit/risk ratio to support
the concept. The ‘driver’ has to invest manpower/time into the project during the initial phase
in order to convince stakeholders to join the platform.
According to the results of benefit/risk comparisons, it can be said that all stakeholders are
motivated in some way to take the risk to join CluCS platform.
In conclusion, the most important prerequisites to build Cluster & PTN network and to assure
a full utilization of CluCS potentials are willingness of all actors for risk, cost, profit sharing and
information sharing.
The Smart Clusters development path should be a multi-step approach based on a synergy
between the organizational innovation aspect (CluCS organizational network) and the
software innovation aspect (CluCS platform).
A second workshop was supposed to take place in Trieste at the beginning of March, aimed
at showing the final version of the CluCS platform, including all its services and functionalities
as well as the integration with the Trieste PCS (Sinfomar) for the trains pre-arrival notice and
the integration with X-Intermodal platform in relation to the exchange of information concerning
trains time tables.
Due to the sanitary emergency of the COVID-19, the physical meeting has been cancelled
and a virtual workshop is planned to take place in June 2020. The virtual workshop will involve
a smaller focus group formed by: the partners responsible for the CluCS solution (IBI and
DBA), the other partners involved in CluCS and its evaluation (Trieste PA, PTV, Bluegreen;
FIT), some selected stakeholders (MTO, Railway Undertaking, Inland Terminal Operator, Port
Terminal Operator). The main objective of this workshop is to collect additional feedback on
the solution, but most important explore potential improvements and new features to be further
developed in next actions or initiatives.
The main output of the meeting will enforce the conclusions related to the key success
factors/barriers of CluCS and reported as final achievement within Clusters 2.0 project.
General barriers and enablers that have been found during the preparation phase are
summarized in the next table:
Table 1 – Overview of the main factors of success and barriers of CluCS LL

Barriers
Willingness of the transport/supply chain stakeholders to collaborate
Trustiness and transparency of such collaborative platforms
Costs related to IT integration

Enablers
Flexibility and easiness of the services
Operational costs reduction thanks to IT
Widening and better accessibility to the market thanks to the visibility offered by collaborative platforms

2.3 Execution
The execution phase of the Living Lab has been divided as specified in the next table, detailing
the users involved in each of the phases.
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Table 2 – Use cases testing timeline

Use case

Lead
Location
Partner

Period

Service publishing

IBI

Bologna-Piacenza

Tested via AP simulator on
March-April 2019

Service planning and coordination with
PTV X-Intermodal data manager

IBI

Bologna

December 2019

Rail/maritime intermodal service
booking

IBI

Bologna-PiacenzaTrieste

October – November 2019

Terminal operations visibility

IBI

Bologna-PiacenzaTrieste

November – December 2019

IBI

Bologna-PiacenzaTrieste

October – November 2019

PLANNING

EXECUTION

MONITORING
Real time monitoring (Logistics
services catalogue update)

The detail of the tested solutions is shown in the table below, as well as the users that have
tested each of these solutions.
Table 3 – Execution of the solutions and users in the Living Lab

Date

Users

Use cases

GTS;
IBI

Service publishing
Service publishing

1. Test of GTS service publishing
2. Test of CluCS web-application

GTS;
IBI
GTS;
IBI

From 30-06-19
to 15-09-19

1.
2.

Configuration of EMT Access Point
Development of booking service

EMT;
IBI

Booking service

From 16-09-19
to 30-09-19

1.

IBI;
PTV

Service planning and
coordination with PTV XIntermodal data manager

From 01-10-19
to 15-11-19

1.

Development of CSV export functionalities
to provide train table to PTV X-Intermodal
platform
Test of communication infrastructure
between EMT node and CluCS central
node

EMT;
IBI

Service publishing

From 16-11-19
to 31-12-19

1.
2.

Test of EMT service publishing
Test of CluCS web-application

EMT;
IBI

Booking service

From 01-01.20
to 30-04-20

1.

Final test of communication infrastructure
between EMT node and CluCS central
node

IBI;
EMT;
TPA;
PTV.

Service planning and
coordination with Trieste
PCS (Sinfomar)
Service planning and
coordination with PTV X-

31-10-2018

Implemented solution
1.
2.

From 01-11-18
to 06-12-18
From 09-12-18
to 31-12-18
From 01-01-19
to 30-06-19
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1.
2.
1.

Release of D2.3 (Cluster Community
System preliminary requirements and
architecture)
Release of CluCS communication
infrastructure
Configuration of GTS Access Point
Development of service publishing UC
Test of communication infrastructure
between GTS node and CluCS central node
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2.

Test of communications and interactions
between CluCS central node and XIntermodal platform.
3. Additional developments improving CSV
export functionalities to provide train
table to PTV X-Intermodal platform
3. Final test between CluCS central node and
X-Intermodal platform.

Intermodal data manager

2.4 Lessons learned
The main lessons learned during the whole life of this Living Lab are summarized in the
following table.
Table 4 – Overview of the main lessons learned for CluCS Living Lab

Main Lessons learned
It is always difficult to enter existing business relationship to optimize or improve consolidated business
procedures. It is difficult convincing LSPs and MTOs to publish their services on CluCS: very often they do
not want to share their data with other supply chain actors since they already have their trusted shippers.
They are afraid of competition. Therefore, it is very important to remind them that becoming a CluCS node
could be a very good opportunity to give more visibility of their offered services to new customers.
By testing Service Publishing Use Case with GTS, it was learned that the most important benefit of CluCS
for railway companies and MTOs is selling the train slots very quickly. CluCS allows MTOs to access a wider
market thus they have the possibility to reach a higher saturation of their trains by selling their spare
capacity (free train slots). Therefore, it is very important to focus on this use case to improve the quick
information exchange of the published services among MTOs and shippers. As previously stated, operators
do not like to publish their free capacity due to the competition and to the “reputation” they want to keep.
Thus, CluCS must evolve in this direction and further explore the possibility of offering its services to the
operators guaranteeing their “anonymity”.
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3. Massification Living Lab
3.1 Context before Clusters 2.0
Logistics clusters become value creators for the regions where they are formed, where a mix
of good intermodal connections, logistics platforms and large freight volumes are in place.
Examples of logistics clusters (and major hubs) are Zaragoza (PLAZA), Duisburg (Duisport),
Lille (Delta 3 - Euralogistic), Bologna (Interporto), Piraeus (Port of Piraeus), etc. Once the
logistics cluster is well established, the scale creates a virtuous circle building increasing
availability of intermodal connections and value-added services: co-packing, late product
differentiation, vehicle fill optimization and last-mile connections with cities. Time to market,
transportation and handling costs are improved and overall emissions and energy utilization
reduced. Mature logistics clusters represent an asset for their specific region, as they are
growth, employment and competitiveness generators, strengthening economic and social
status.
However, well-established logistics clusters still do not leverage their full potentials in terms of
competitiveness and sustainability for the European industry and society. This is due to the
fact that:
i)
There is not enough coordination between the local actors in the cluster in the
following senses:
a. intermodal platforms frequently operate individually, not providing specialized
services, smart and cost effective last/first mile connection to individual
companies (including SMEs) and surrounding cities and
b. shipper and carriers do not implement advanced collaboration practices;
ii)
There is not enough connectivity and coordination between European logistics
clusters to maximize the full network potential in between the clusters and related
hubs. Moreover, logistics clusters also need to deal and minimize negative impacts
such as congestion, noise, land use and local pollution.
A hyper connected multi modal logistic network of clusters would improve transport efficiency,
load factors and modal shift, and as such make significant improvements in resource and
asset utilization, providing reliable and sustainable intermodal services and a higher resiliency
to European supply chains.
For freight planners and operators, it is challenging and risky to make decisions about supply
chain collaboration and other related matters to logistics information sharing and assets
management without considering how these choices affect entire logistics and transport
systems. There have been numerous efforts in the past to enhance co-operation on vertical
as well as on horizontal level in order to stimulate a modal shift towards low emission transport
modes. Collaboration enabled by new technological solutions, new logistics paradigm as
provided by the Physical Internet as well as new business models are creating a new business
reality paving the way for well-coordinated and networked logistics clusters.
Symbiotic Network of Logistics Clusters Living Lab aims at connecting together TEN-T
corridors’ hubs or hubs considered strategic in Clusters 2.0, implementing the output of WP3,
where European shippers, LSPs and 4PLs have been convinced by regional neutral bodies to
bundle their volume in a regional TEN-T hub.
The Living Lab has been divided in 2 differentiated parts.
A. Massification LL - Focused in the intermodality and massification methodology, which
is described in this section 3.
B. Dynamic Airport Cluster Management LL, that will be fully described in section 4.
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3.2 Preparation
By the end of 2018, a meeting was held with all WP3 Task Leaders to re-scope the
massification Living Lab and the following tasks were formulated:
 Community building at the clusters as per the Euralogistic massification methodology.
 Development of the Argusi Quick Check Tool (QCT) to visualize intermodal
opportunities.
 Collection of the intermodal service offerings for the clusters in the consortium.
 Use of these intermodal offering data in the X-Intermodal tool developed by PTV.
Why Massification is needed?
In order to make the economy more sustainable, a shift from road to rail transport is needed.
Some figures are manifesting that some actions have to be performed in order to speed up
this paradigm change:
 The share of rail transportation has been declining over the last 20 years.
 Road transport increased with 40%, rail transport increased with 6%.
But it is not easy, as some problems and barriers arise in order to generate collaboration.
Some barriers are operational such as the nature of the transported cargo, packaging and
weight. Other problems are cultural, as stakeholders are reluctant to share data with
competitors making the collaboration difficult. And finally, other issues are technical as there
is not enough visibility on rail connections and in transport flows.
These barriers are generating higher costs and longer lead times, as described in the next
figure.

Figure 9 – Massification problems & barriers
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In order to solve these problems and barriers, 3 different paths are defined in the Living
Lab:
1. Massification workshops in order to stimulate the collaboration.
2. Quick Check Tool in order to improve the visibility on transportation flows.
3. X-Intermodal tool in order to enhance the visibility on rail connections.

Figure 10 – Massification implementation

The success and failure elements of these 3 different solutions are detailed in the table below:
Table 5 – Massification success and failure elements

Problem

Clusters 2.0
solution

No visibility on
rail connections
X-Intermodal
tool

No
collaboration
between
stakeholders

Success factors

Failure factors

1.

1.
2.

2.
3.
1.
2.

Collaboration
meetings
3.

No visibility on
transportation
flows

CLUSTERS 2.0

Quick Check
Tool

1.
2.

Finding intermodal
connections in each
country
Availability of data
Use of data by shippers,
LSPs, terminals, etc.
Providing confidence
between shippers
Convincing shippers for
having mutual
collaboration by providing
the benefits and
advantages
Shippers share data on
freight volumes
Linkage of X-Intermodal
tool and Quick Check Tool
Providing analytical results,
such as volumes, costs,
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1.
2.
3.

1.
2.

Lack of business plan
Lack of knowledge of connection
between clusters
Fragmented information (time
consuming to collect)
Lack of trust between
competitors/shippers to
collaborate with each other
Lack of access to data
Shippers play an important role
in massification concept.
Implementation of that is
dependent on having dedicated
shippers.
Lack of tool utilization
Lack of business plan
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CO2 emission

3.2.1 Community Building on Massification Methodology
In order to build community across shippers on massification a roadmap is planned. The
general approach is detailed in the below figure, where several meetings are planned for the
community generation.

Figure 11 – Massification workshops approach

In the frame of Clusters 2.0, the first steps are put in place, with the following objectives and
details that should be taken into account in the 1st massification meeting in the terminals.
Table 6 - First massification meeting

MEETING 1
OBJECTIVE:
Energize & Influence
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DETAILS:
DETAILS:
- Presentation of the massification concept
- Call shippers for asking data
- Introduction of the X-Intermodal tool
- Send confidential agreement
- Discussion with shippers to seize their sake
- Send excel sheet template
- Ask shippers to provide data to assess the trade - Consolidation of data
lane
- Data analysis
- Set up with shippers and agenda and schedule the
next meeting
INPUT:
INPUT:
Shippers attendees
Shippers data
OUTPUT:
Agree to share DATA to cluster owner

OUTPUT:
Massification map

TOOL:
- X Intermodal
- Clusters 2.0 website

TOOL:
Quick check

But the roadmap is also taking into account next steps to be done after Clusters 2.0 project:
Table 7 – Massification meetings

MEETING 2

MEETING 3

MEETING 4

OBJECTIVE:
Consolidation

OBJECTIVE:
Matching demand & supply

OBJECTIVE:
Purchasing

DETAILS:
- Presentation of data analysis
- Discussion on highlighted
connection
- Agreement on the destination
- Shape of the group of shippers
who want to be involved
- Collective definition of next
steps

DETAILS:
- Discussion on their expectations
and needs (frequency, number
of containers, pre and postshipment, cost, customs…)
- Mapping shippers’ warehouses
(origin and destination)
- Involve rail operators and LSPs
(a sample of them to keep
neutral)

DETAILS:
- Discussion about the back haul
- Discussion on volume
engagement
- Discussion on a partnership’s
agreement
- Discussion on a gain sharing
model
- Discussion on a business
model

INPUT:
Massification map

INPUT:
LSPs / Rail Operators attending
Focus lanes

INPUT:
LSPs - Rail Operators Shippers

OUTPUT:
Alignment on focus lanes

OUTPUT:
Rail offering (total)

OUTPUT:
Transaction / Agreement

TOOL:
X-Intermodal
Quick check

TOOLS:
Quick check
X-Intermodal

TOOL:
-------

It is important to highlight to the workshop attendees what are the benefits of massification in
order to promote the engagement to the concept.
Table 8 – Summary of massification benefits

SHIPPER
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RAIL OPERATOR
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Company level
Access to capacity

X

Service level

X
X

Transport cost savings

X

X

X

More rail volume

X

X

Asset utilization

X

X

X

X

Logistics schemes optimization

X

Intermodal network visibility

X

X

Broader Industry (Policy level)
Less congestion

X

X

Sustainable transport

X

X

X

X

Collaboration in between stakeholders

X

X

X

X

Modal shift

X

X

3.2.2 Quick Check Tool
The QCT enables the user to search for transport synergy opportunities with other
organizations at an aggregated level. To find these opportunities with the QCT, the user starts
with giving information on the transportation lane she/he is interested in. The tool will search
for all other transports on this lane. Insights are given into the weights transported by different
organizations and into potential cost and emission savings through collaboration. When train
connections are available on the lane, the tool will show the potential of these train connections
too.
The version of the QCT developed during the Clusters 2.0 program aims to achieve a minimal
viable product on which users can give feedback.
Dataset
The information in this version of the QCT is based on Eurostat data, not on separate
organization information. An organization in this version of the QCT is defined by a product
group in the Eurostat data. When selecting an organization, the yearly transport flows of that
product group on the chosen transportation lane are shown. Eurostat data of year 2015 is
used as base. These flows used in the QCT are filtered on:
 Country  only flows of the EU28 plus Switzerland are used
 Mode of transport  only road transport is included
 Product groups  only product groups that are suitable for collaboration are included
(see next table for the included product groups).
 Type of flows  only transports outside NUTS2 region (loading NUTS2 not equal to
unloading NUTS2)
 Size of flows d only flows over 10 ton transported per year are used
Table 9 – Overview product group flows used in QCT

Product classification
Code
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01

Products of agriculture, hunting, and forestry; fish and other fishing products

No

02

Coal and lignite; crude petroleum and natural gas

No

03

Metal ores and other mining and quarrying products; peat; uranium and thorium

No

04

Food products, beverages and tobacco

Yes

05

Textiles and textile products; leather and leather products

Yes

06

Wood and products of wood and cork (except furniture); articles of straw and plaiting
materials; pulp, paper and paper products; printed matter and recorded media
Coke and refined petroleum products

No

Yes

09

Chemicals, chemical products, and man-made fibers; rubber and plastic products;
nuclear fuel
Other non-metallic mineral products

10

Basic metals; fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment

Yes

11

Yes

12

Machinery and equipment n.e.c.; office machinery and computers; electrical machinery
and apparatus n.e.c.; radio, television and communication equipment and apparatus;
medical, precision and optical instruments; watches and clocks
Transport equipment

13

Furniture; other manufactured goods n.e.c.

Yes

14

Secondary raw materials; municipal wastes and other wastes

No

15

Mail, parcels

Yes

16

Equipment and material utilized in the transport of goods

No

17

Goods moved in the course of household and office removals; baggage and articles
accompanying travellers; motor vehicles being moved for repair; other non-market
goods n.e.c.
Grouped goods: a mixture of types of goods which are transported together

Yes

Unidentifiable goods: goods which for any reason cannot be identified and therefore
cannot be assigned to groups 01-16
Other goods n.e.c.

No

07
08

18
19
20

No

No

No

Yes

No

Tooling
The QCT is a web application. The application can be accessed during the Clusters 2.0 project
through:
https://argusisynergyanalyzer.azurewebsites.net/home.php
After Clusters 2.0, access to the web application can be asked by contacting Argusi via the
Clusters 2.0 website: http://www.clusters20.eu/
The web application is written in HTML and uses CSS for styling. For the different
functionalities in the web application, the programming languages PHP and JavaScript are
used.
The QCT can be opened in one of the following browsers:
 Preferred: Firefox or Chrome
 Also working: Edge, Safari
 Not working: Internet Explorer
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When the first synergy analysis is made, the user should allow the chosen browser for pop
ups since synergies found will be displayed in a new window in the browser.
Architecture
QCT uses PHP, JavaScript, HTML and CSS. In next figure the split between these different
parts is shown. Information on the underlying calculations of the tool is given in the output of
the application in the section ‘background information’.
The tool starts with a HTML-page that functions as the GUI. This page calls functions from the
controller, i.e. an object that checks the user input and validity of the call. It is then forwarded
to the output generator, which is the engine of the tool. It loads data and uses the underlying
functionality to generate an output HTML-page. The functionality consists of four parts: the
partnering and the weight, costs and emissions calculation. The partnering uses the costs
calculation to determine the best (highest cost saving) combination of partners to form a
collaboration with and it generates a checkbox form for the output page to make it possible to
select and compare different collaborations. The weight, costs and emissions calculations
each generate a table for the output page. The interaction in the input page (GUI) and output
page is implemented in the input and output JavaScript files respectively. Finally, the generator
revises the output page to a stand-alone HTML page based on a template and including all
necessary data, JavaScript and CSS in one file. This page is saved on the server and send
as a response to the user call. It is also possible to access the tool via a REST API. In this
case the user input will be sent in a HTTP request instead of using the GUI.

Figure 12 – Architecture complete Quick Check Tool

Interaction with massification workshops and X-Intermodal tool
The QCT and the X-Intermodal tool can be used in several steps of the massification
workshops. At the beginning, insight in flows and opportunities can be given without collecting
shipper specific data. At a later stage, both tools can be used to show opportunities for specific
shippers and lanes. In next figure, the interaction between the QCT and the X-Intermodal tool
is depicted.
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PTV XIntermodal
webservice

Figure 13 – Interaction Quick Check Tool with X-Intermodal tool

How to use the Quick Check Tool
When opening the QCT, the home page of the tool will appear. An example of this is shown
in next figure. The home page contains a description of the information the user should
provide.
The user is asked to give:
 The two locations of the transportation lane the user is interested in
 The radius around the location the user is willing to search for collaboration
opportunities
 A rough estimate of the yearly weight in tonnes the user transports on the chosen lane
in both directions
After providing the information, the user must push a button to find the synergy possibilities
on this lane. The user has the option to do several analyses in one session. These analyses
can be saved to the user’s computer, so that they can be viewed at any preferred time without
submitting the input information again.
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Figure 14 – QCT example home page

After every request, the browser opens a new window with the output of the request. An
example of this output is shown in next figure. The output will show:
 The (anonymised) organizations who transport on the chosen lane. The user can
choose different combinations of organizations (called cluster) to show the results for.
 Three summaries: overview of weights, costs and emissions for the own organization
and the potential of collaboration with the chosen cluster.
 Geographical map: the transportation flows and information on different transport
modes and routes are shown. In this part the connection with the X-Intermodal tool of
PTV is made.
 Background information: the weights transported by all organizations on the chosen
transportation lane and a rough description of the cost calculation method.
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Figure 15 – QCT example output page

3.2.3 Intermodal tooling – X-Intermodal
Introduction
The web-based tool provides a graphical user interface to interact with the X-Intermodal
routing service. The X-Intermodal routing service integrates various aspects: routing network,
time schedules and the production cost for all modes of transport in order to optimize the
intermodal routing. X-Intermodal server enables to design an intermodal routing taking various
transportation modes into account as follows:
 Deep/Short sea;
 Rail;
 Road;
 Inland Navigation;
 Air.
The routing functionality can be used to determine routing alternatives for transport orders with
certain restrictions, e.g. time windows, transport restrictions. Furthermore, a planning
functionality of X-Intermodal can support the assignment of transport orders to transport
alternatives in an optimal way considering concrete given capacities of the network.
X-Intermodal tool has been developed to provide the following functions:
 Visualizes intermodal connections in a WEB GUI.
 Provides a better understanding on intermodal market.
 Provides a quick overview on intermodal lanes, which are often tough to find.
 Calculates and compares alternative routes (road, rail and barge).
 Calculates indicative costs and CO2 emissions.
 Synchronizes all data provided by intermodal operators.
 Simulates intermodal scenarios.
Preparation steps
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Step 1 - Network creation and data modelling
This step includes the data modelling of:
 Identification of the geographical scope of the Clusters.
 Data research and modelling of the physical network, e.g. the modelling physical
infrastructure of the network (e.g. rail roads) as extension of a digital map.
 Collection of master data on operators.
 Collection of terminal locations, names, IDs and opening hours; mapping and
harmonization of Terminal names and IDs to achieve a consistent data pool.
 Definition of transhipment structures between terminals in Clusters, e.g. ports.
The following clusters contributed to the network creation and data modelling by interviews
and web-meetings to the above collection: Bologna, IT; Dourges, FR; Duisburg, DE; Piraeus,
GR; Trelleborg, SE; Trieste, IT; Zaragoza, ES; Antwerp, BE.
For the data modelling, the X-Intermodal support component “Data Manager” has been used.
The “Data Manager” is a web-based GUI to edit and maintain intermodal data (e.g. terminal
locations, terminal links to networks, modal networks).
The figures below show some examples of data modelling through the web interface.
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Figure 16 – Transport network modelling – terminals

Figure 17 – Transport network modelling – line schedules

Step 2: Data collection of intermodal timetables from clusters
In order to collect schedule data from each cluster, several online meetings have been
performed with the different clusters of the project. In the meetings, the process-flow of
preparing intermodal data and using the Intermodal Routing Service has been explained in
detail. Data that has been collected:
 Terminal name, -locations, -IDs in existing IT systems,
 Operators active in the cluster,
 Intermodal schedule data relevant to the cluster.
The following clusters participated and contributed as part of massification workshops and
web-meetings to the above collection: Bologna, IT; Dourges, FR; Duisburg, DE; Piraeus, GR;
Trelleborg, SE; Trieste, IT; Zaragoza, ES; Antwerp, BE.
Table 10 – Data collection of intermodal timetables

ID

CLUSTERS 2.0

Cluster

Operator

No. timetable
services

FR-01

Dourges

Novatrans

172

FR-02

Dourges

Naviland Cargo

198

FR-03

Dourges

VIIA

9

FR-04

Dourges

Froidcombi

4

SE-01

Trelleborg

TX Logistik

24

ES-01

Zaragoza

Renfe

22
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ES-02

Zaragoza

Continental

4

ES-03

Zaragoza

Medway

4

ES-04

Zaragoza

Acciona

2

IT-01

Bologna

MERCITALIA

111

IT-02

Bologna

GTS

94

DE-01

Duisburg

Duisburg

4

GR-01

Piraeus

Piraeus

4

AC-01

All Clusters

Hupac

483

AC-02

All Clusters

TX Logistik

96

3.3 Execution
This section presents the results obtained during the execution phase of the 3 different pillars
of Massification LL.

3.3.1 Community Building on Massification Methodology
Several workshops in the terminals have been performed during this period in order to explain
and build community on massification methodology.
Table 11 – Overview of workshops for Massification Living Lab

Terminal

Date

Attendees

Dourges

October 2018

P&G, Toyota, Decathlon, Arc, Bonduelle, Danone, etc.

Piraeus

February 2019

Zaragoza

December 2019

PEARL, ILME, UMA, CMA CGM, ZIM, MSC, COSCO GR, PCT,
EURALOGISTIC, ArgusI, SEAbility, ACB, Citydepot, DPA, UA
Mn’L Consulting, Inditex, Gomacamps

Trelleborg

February 2020

Port of Trelleborg, Stena Line, TT Line, Unity Line, Green Cargo,
TX Logistik, Cargo Net, DB Schenker, ESKILTUNA Terminal,
Euralogistic

The workshops have been presented with the same structure in all the terminals:
- First, the overall concept of Clusters 2.0 project has been explained.
- Second, the massification concept has been deeply explained, with the focus on the
advantages and opportunities and the tools that are enabling massification.
- Then, a discussion between all the attendees has been performed.
- Lastly, some questionnaires have been filled by the attendees.
The massification workshop organized in Piraeus was slightly different. Indeed, the new
cookbook was not yet developed. Moreover, the methodology to organize massification
workshop was under development. By the way, the massification methodology experimented
by Euralogistic was clearly explained.
Discussion results in Piraeus workshop
Regarding the massification methodology, all attendees were convinced by its sake and its
advantage. Each shipper knew that a mind shift is needed in logistics organizations to use
multimodal transport. They clearly understood that the massification methodology could be a
strong argument to shift to rail and to reduce their carbon footprint. However, in Greece, there
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is a lack of rail connections and rail is underdeveloped. A strong effort in investment from the
government is needed for rail freight.
The Quick check and X-Intermodal tools were at the beginning of the development. By the
way attendees asked those following questions:
 What is the governance model of the tools?
 Who has administrative access on the data?
 Are there any fees for the use of the tools?
 If so, is it on subscription or transaction base?
Discussion results in Zaragoza workshop
On the tools
Gomacamps was interested by the tools but asked if it could be feasible to have details on the
kind units which are transported (heights, weight). Indeed, all units cannot be bundled on one
same train. He was interested by the information of the CO2 calculation.
On the massification and the shift to rail
GOMACAMPS
He is currently working on cooperating with a similar local shipper in Zaragoza, but it remained
in stand-by. They have previous experiences in bundling flows. They have an interest not only
in reducing costs (economy) but also in being as sustainable as possible.
In the past they collaborated with P&G bundling flows from their plant in Ejea de los Caballeros
to UK and France. After this experience, they looked for synergies with a local company that
makes plastic containers. Now they are participating in a new initiative led by CHEP.
The company is now focusing its logistics on the sustainability side. Gomacamps is strongly
willing to change its model to become more sustainable. The cost remains less important than
the CO2 emission.
Gomacamps is trying to shift to rail more capacities but gets difficulty to find the right partner
to operate its door-to-door logistics. The company aims to work with only one LSP for an easier
organization and for reducing costs.
Gomacamps agreed to share its data with a confidential agreement. He is interested by a
connection with France and Netherlands.
INDITEX
The volumes they move are high and are very strict with their lead time. Inditex manages only
its logistics according the transit time. The have to go faster and faster to respond to customers
demand.
For them it would only be possible to use the rail if the service is fast enough to meet their
requirements. They have done tests in the past (Perpignan-Paris that takes only 12h) but
services were not good, they got delays and the service was cut more often that desired.
For these reasons, Inditex chooses in most cases trucks for national and international
shipments for a better responsiveness. Inditex needs to react quickly and choose the easiest
mode of transport which is road for them.
Finally, Inditex remains sceptical to get involved in a massification project since INDITEX is
driven by the transit time indicator.
KEY ELEMENTS
 For shifting to rail, a mental shift is needed.
 The CO2 emission remains a strategic key.
 The way of consuming is pushing more and more companies to focus first of all on the
transit time. Though, the faster mode is prioritized even for long distance.
 Data sharing is not an issue for shippers.
 The rail offer has to be improved to respond to shippers’ expectation regarding the transit
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time.
The massification methodology brings sense only if shippers are more or less convinced
by shifting to rail.
The issue of collaboration which is inevitable for the massification was unfortunately not
addressed.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE NEXT MASSIFICATION WORKSHOP
 A strong effort has to be done to invite shippers. A minimum of 15 shippers is required
since a third of them won’t finally attend for different reasons. Getting 10 shippers will
provide a good sample to implement the massification methodology. Finally, several calls
are needed to invite shippers. A commercial force is required.
 During the discussion which should last 1 hour and half, the collaboration issue has to be
deeply addressed before the data sharing. Indeed, the collaboration is the first step to start
a massification implementation.
 The support of a multimodal expert is warmly required in order to foster the discussion on
technical points. It could bring a strong added value to the meeting since time could be
gained.
 Getting an input on tools either through the discussion or through the poll.
 Preparation of a poll with the smart phone in order to gather main shippers’ inputs which
will be used for the evaluation report (5 questions maximum).
 Organization of an interview at the end of the meeting with shippers who will accept.
Discussion results in Trelleborg workshop
The massification workshop in Trelleborg was slightly different from the others. Indeed,
shipping lines, rail operators and terminals were invited rather than shippers. For customers’
rules, the Port of Trelleborg had to involve first customers before involving shippers.
Though, the massification workshop gathered 9 main logistics stakeholders of Sweden on the
26th of February in the Port of Trelleborg.
The whole massification concept has been explained since the massification aims at fostering
collaboration between all logistics stakeholders. After the presentation of the concept,
discussion with and between attendees was engaged. With the Port of Trelleborg, some
questions were prepared to drive the discussion (see Annex questions and answers from
participants). The inputs from attendees could be divided into three parts:
a. Opportunities
The massification concept is seen as an opportunity to attract more customers since the
business model is based on collaboration between them. Moreover, shipping lines assume
that the massification is the core of their business since they bundle volumes on the same
mode of transport. For DB Schenker, the massification has to be seen as a great tool for filling
a train and to lower the risk for customers. Moreover, massification allows increasing
frequency, reliability and a better for service for customers. If there is cooperation between
stakeholders, everyone will gain. Indeed, according to CargoNet, there is not so much
competition in intermodal market. More competition occurs within trucks companies.
Therefore, massification could remain a response to the near scarcity of drivers in Europe.
Though, massification brings the opportunity to gain market share in this framework.
Finally, the massification methodology remains a strong argument to encourage the mind shift.
Quick check tool and X-Intermodal tool convinced attendees who agreed on the lack of
available and relevant information on multimodal opportunities. Rail operators agreed to
provide data and to promote them to their clients for their own sake. They seize the opportunity
to gain customers through those tools.
b. Challenges
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Today climate drives companies’ decision and creates new business models. However, for
Stena Line, customers are not ready to pay the cost of the climate. A mind sift is needed from
the customers side. In order to increase the multimodal market share and more generally to
engage companies to drive their business towards more sustainability, a pressure has to come
from the end customer.
The massification rests on a collaboration model with a support of tools. However, in order to
go further in this model, a framework for data sharing has to be defined. For TT-Line, if we
want to reach a fair collaboration, we need a legal framework for sharing data. Sharing data
will strengthen collaboration between stakeholders with the same level of information. Data
sharing remains also one on the main challenge for the future.
c. Threats
For the whole attendees, the lack of investment on platform infrastructures remains the main
threat. Without good infrastructures and enough capacity, the massification methodology will
fail. Indeed, the massification aims at increasing the service level, the frequency and the
reliability which could not be feasible without enough infrastructures. Everybody, meaning
public and private partners have to invest more if we want to reach a more sustainable
transport system.
Finally, the e-commerce is today seen both as a threat and a challenge. Indeed, e-commerce
is moving too fast and driving the new logistics behavior which is not sustainable. For StenaLine, the change has to come from e-commerce.
Conclusion
All attendees were convinced by the massification methodology. All believed into this new
approach which is seen as a solution to strengthen the modal shift. Everybody will gain. By
the way, a mind shift is inescapable for customer’s side if we want a real change. Rail
operators, shipping lines and the terminal will encourage their customers to shift to rail through
collaboration, but the pressure has to come from the end customers. With collaboration,
benefits will be greater: environment, less CO2, better price. The Port of Trelleborg will now
invite shippers after the agreement form rail operators and shipping lines.

3.3.2 Quick Check Tool
The version of the QCT developed during the Clusters 2.0 program aims to achieve a minimal
viable product on which users can give feedback. It is tested among other participants in WP3
and in the massification workshops held in the program. Feedback on the QCT is gathered in
order to be able to bring the tool to a next level. A brief report on the tests is detailed below.
1. Checks on technical working of QCT – home page
After every technical change on the home page of the QCT, at least the following tests have
been done (in all kind of orders):
 Move a circle in the map and check if the input boxes are changing accordingly.
 Change the input boxes for a location (address or latitude/longitude) and check if the
circle in the map is changing accordingly.
 Change the radius input box and see if the corresponding circle in the map is changing.
 Change the weight input boxes and check if these weights are used in the output page.
 Check if pushing the “analyse synergies with other organizations” button generates the
output page.
 Check if pushing the “download analyses” saves the checked analyses to the user’s
computer.
2. Checks on technical working of QCT – output page
After every technical change on the core or output page of the QCT, at least the following tests
were performed:
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Select and deselect organizations. Check if tables and graphs on weights, costs and
emissions change accordingly.
Check in the geographical map whether the connection with the X-Intermodal tool is
working (road and/or rail routes should be visible). If not, contact with PTV to find out
why the connection doesn’t work.

3. Checks on calculation outcomes
 The calculation method of the QCT is developed in cooperation with Armines. During
the building of the QCT Armines did several checks on the outcomes of the QCT.
 When technical changes are made to the QCT, the calculation outcomes of at least
one transportation lane are checked. This checking is done by comparing the
outcomes of the QCT with the outcomes of an excel sheet in which the calculation
method is built.
When the QCT is expanded to deal with shipper data, checks on confidentiality of the data
should be added to the tests.
Feedback on the QCT has been requested from:
1. Other Clusters 2.0 participants of WP3
 The tool is friendly to use. It is easy to browse inside.
 The tool will be easy to harness during massification workshops with quick response
and visualization.
 A plus of the QCT is that it also gives insight into the filling rate of a train. The tool can
act as accelerator for intermodal transport collaboration.
 It would add value to the tool if an option to search for specific type of transport is
added.
 The given information (weight, costs and emissions) is useful, clear and compact.
 It would be good if the user can find a “How to use the Quick Check Tool” guide or a
video showing a demonstration with some oral explanations.
 The tool is functionally correct. The database connection, all links and html output work
very well. There are no error messages.
 The application also works on mobile browsers (tested on Android). It does not work
in IE browser.
 The Quick check tool serves for a preliminary searching for a potential transport
synergy with other organizations. The tool doesn’t take into account the compatibility
of shipments, time requirements, LTL shipping, intermediate pick-ups or deliveries and
opportunity costs.
 The QCT is based on Eurostat data with yearly flows. The data needs to be real time
to be reliable for shippers to collaborate. Start convincing shippers and other
stakeholders to provide weekly/monthly data.
 It would be good to increase the current number (10) of possible clusters.
 Downloading the results to excel would be preferred.
 Adding the option to other modes than road and road/rail would give more insight.
 The results are given in Tons. Results in TEU should be added.
 The tool is now useful for only a set of shippers in Europe because the data doesn’t
cover Europe completely. Obtain data with a complete European coverage, would
make the tool more useful.
2. Participants of massification workshops
Zaragoza workshop:
 One shipper was interested in the tool, especially the CO2 reduction calculations. In
order to be useful for shippers, the tool should be expanded with more detail on
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products transported (heights, volumes etc.), because not all products can be bundled
on the same train.
Data sharing is not an issue for shippers.

Trelleborg workshop:
 Quick check tool and X-Intermodal tool convinced attendees who agreed on the lack
of available and relevant information on multimodal opportunities. Rail operators
agreed to provide data and to promote them to their clients for their own sake. They
seize the opportunity to gain customers through those tools.
 The massification rests on a collaboration model with a support of tools. However, in
order to go further in this model, a framework for data sharing has to be defined.
3. Participants of EHLIG meetings
 There are more tools available online for sharing of road transport, but mostly this is
not done on a structural basis and on combined train connections. It is an interesting
tool that can be applied at Cluster level or a group of shippers/transport companies.
Especially when the tool is matched with the possibilities of intermodal routing systems.
 Weight is not a good measure to determine whether products can be combined.
Number of products or volume would be better.
 Add type of products to decide if products can be bundled.

3.3.3 Intermodal tooling – X-Intermodal
During the execution phase two main activities have been addressed:
 Testing of defined use cases
 Presentation and discussion of results with expert groups
Testing defined Use Case Scenarios with realistic data sets
Within this step the application of the X-Intermodal routing service has been tested in different
use cases at the different Clusters. For the tests provided intermodal network and service data
collected during the preparation phase is used as data basis. The planning Use Cases were
performed centrally with anonymized shipper data of various shippers from different industries.
To perform the analysis the shipment order data has been reviewed and modified transferring
volumes into transport orders. The result was a set of derived transport orders for FTL
equivalents. Finally, the transport data has been modified in the way that pick-up and delivery
locations, pick-up and delivery times and order constraints have been anonymized but still
allow the calculation of meaningful testing. Overall, a test instance of about 220 000 transport
orders with origins and destinations all over Europe has been defined. Each transport order
contains a description of an origin and a destination as well as pick-up and delivery time
windows. The transport orders can be clustered by lane distance (distance origin –
destination). Based upon the assumption that for intermodal transport a distance between
origin and destination is recommended to be +250km, the transport order was filtered
accordingly. Around 100 000 transport orders are in the lane distance interval 250km –
3000km with this subset the testing was conducted.
Use Case Planning & Execution 1 - Intermodal Chain Composition
Within this use case, an intermodal door-to-door transport chain is calculated. The result
provides a set of transport chain alternatives which match the given restrictions. Restrictions
can be e.g.: avoid Transport mode network, avoid Operator, avoid Terminal.
The intermodal routing result includes:
 Combined transport networks
 Routing restrictions
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Network restrictions
Calculation of transport costs

Figure 18 - Testing Use Case P&E 1 - Intermodal Chain Composition

Use Case Planning and Execution 2 - Intermodal Planning System
For this use case a test instance consisting of test transport orders has been imported to the
simulation application. The intermodal routing service to determine for each transport order
transport alternatives that respect all constraint of the transport orders has been used.

Figure 19 - Testing Use Case P&E 2 - Intermodal Planning System – Example order

Ultimately, an allocation planning has been performed which does a selection of which
alternative shall be selected with respect to a cost optimal overall system solution.
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Figure 20 - Testing Use Case Intermodal Planning System – conducted planning

Use Case Planning and Execution 3 - Exception Handling
This Use Case is similar to Use Case Planning and Execution 1. The main difference is a
modification of arrival times of the underlying schedules.
Use Case Strategic Planning 1
In this use case the X-Intermodal request is configured to:
 Exclude a transport network,
 Exclude a terminal.
Example: Exclude a Terminal (test with and without Terminal Herne).
Intermodal chain with terminal Herne enabled:

Figure 21 - Testing Use Case P&E 3 - Exception Handling – Route with terminal Herne

Intermodal chain with terminal Herne excluded:
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Figure 22 - Testing Use Case P&E 3 - Exception Handling – Route without terminal Herne

Use Case Strategic Planning 2 - Network Simulation and Assessment
In this Use Case a variation of transport network capacity was performed for different cases.
Example: for all 3 used services of the example, a capacity of 20 loading spaces is available.

Figure 23 - Testing Use Case Intermodal Planning System – conducted planning

For the second service (Cologne – Busto) the capacity from 20 to 2 is reduced. Now, 2 of the
4 planned slots are above capacity (lilac colour in the GUI table).
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Figure 24 - Testing Use Case Intermodal Planning System – reduced capacity

In a next step the planned allocation of all services is removed, while all planned alternatives
of the transport orders remain valid (since no schedule is completely removed, but just the
available capacity has been reduced). Finally, the allocation planning is performed again:

Figure 25 - Testing Use Case Intermodal Planning System – re-planning result

Result Discussion and feedback from expert workshops


Result Discussion

The tests have been performed with anonymized shipper data of various shippers of different
industries. To perform the analysis the shipment order data have been reviewed and modified
transferring volumes into transport orders. The result was a set of derived transport orders for
FTL equivalents. Finally, the transport data has been modified in the way that pick-up and
delivery locations, pick-up and delivery times and order constraints have been anonymized
but still allow the calculation of meaningful testing.
During all tests, results are reviewed from a shippers’ perspective addressing a lane
assessment in terms of lead time and costs. This explicitly includes the identification of a
modal shift potential in a comparison to a road-only haulage.
The modal shift scenario addressed the usage of existing intermodal services that can be
“filled” up with cargo as well as the consideration of new intermodal services as resulting from
the massification approach. The massification approach ask for critical mass of intermodal
volumes to set up collaborative trains operated and shared by several shippers. It is assumed
for the tests that transport orders can be combined without constraints.
Overall, a test instance of about 220 000 transport orders has been defined with origins and
destinations all over Europe. Each transport order contains a description of an origin and a
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destination as well as pick-up and delivery time windows. The transport orders can be
clustered by lane distance (distance origin – destination). Based upon the assumption that for
intermodal transport a distance between origin and destination is recommended to be
+250km, we filtered the transport order accordingly. Around 100 000 transport orders are in
the lane distance interval 250km.

Figure 26 – Split of transport order per lane distance

The mean average lane distance of a transport order of the data set is about 620 km. Transport
orders of a certain lane have been aggregated. In total 3980 lanes could be identified. After
the aggregation, it has been calculated for each lane intermodal alternatives plus one road
only alternative as baseline. In order to assess how existing services can be used by the
shippers’ transport demand a collection of already implement intermodal services in the
CLUSTERS 2.0 clusters Dourges, Duisburg, Antwerp, Bologna, Zaragoza and Trelleborg
have been made. In addition, intermodal “massification” services have been implemented on
lanes that show significant volumes, namely on the corridors: Cologne to Prague, Warsaw to
Cologne, London to Manchester and Nurnberg to Dourges.
Alternative 1: Road only
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Figure 27 – Alternative 1 – Road only

Alternative 2: Intermodal

Figure 28 – Alternative 2 – Intermodal

For 2938 lanes (65% of all lines), only trucking options could be identified based on the
available schedule data. For 1042 lanes (35% of all lanes), intermodal alternatives have been
identified.
In general, there is a significant dependency of the modal shift potential based on the access
to terminals and the available service offering by intermodal operators. In several reviewed
cases, terminal access was given in general within 100km or less driving distance; but no
adequate service offering for intermodal transport for the envisaged trajectory was in place.
 The yellow box icons in the map present simulated transport order pick-up locations.
 The Blue triangular icon represents a Cluster (of Clusters 2.0)
 The black-dotted lines represent intermodal service routes

Figure 29 – Reduced access to intermodal terminal and services
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Figure 30 – Well established access to intermodal terminal and services

Based on the identified intermodal alternatives per transport order, and assignment
optimization was carried out taking into account capacity limitations on intermodal services.
Initially, capacity per service set to a maximum of 50 TEU per train is assumed. After some
initial tests, it became obvious that some services are utilized rather strongly and whereas
others would require additional volumes to be filled.
Even with a maximum capacity of 50 TEU, some lanes showed much more demand due to
this we modified the capacity for 4 lines from 50 capacity to 100 on the lanes:
 Piacenza-Neapel,
 Segrate-Bari,
 Brescia-Venezia,
 Praha-Cologne.
After these modifications, all transport orders could be planned to the given fictive capacity. In
total the allocation step identified 155 intermodal services on 37 physical lanes to which
intermodal transport order segments should be booked to. The resulting network structure is
visualized in next figure.

Figure 31 – Allocation planning result

Finally, the aggregated transport orders were disaggregated, and an intermodal potential was
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calculated. Overall, from the data sample used a potential of about 60% could be identified
that can either be brought to existing services or to the newly introduced “massification”
services.
 Feedback from expert workshops
The consortium organized five expert workshops on the Massification Concept, the Quick
Check Tool and the X-Intermodal tool to get input on the developed concepts.
These expert workshops were conducted with the following organizations:
 VIL - Vlaams Instituut voor de Logistic
 UIRR - European Intermodal Association
 LINEAS - Belgian Private Rail Operator
 Port of Antwerp - Key Maritime Port in Europe
 AIM - Association of Branded Product Manufacturers.
 P&G – Procter & Gamble
The input which was received during the workshop was overall very positive. Key next steps
were defined in order to further roll out the focus with the objective to:
 Establish collaboration across industry within the clusters / intermodal terminals.
 Use of the Quick Check Tool to explore the development of intermodal
connections.
 Use of the X-Intermodal tool to explore existing intermodal connections.
 Explore synergies with existing digital solutions (e.g. CESAR, NXTPORT, etc.).

3.4 Lessons learned
The testing of the massification concept, the X-Intermodal and the Quick Check Tool in
Dourges, Piraeus, Zaragoza and Trelleborg and the expert workshops with VIL, AIM, UIRR,
LINEAS and Port of Antwerp as part of the Living Lab activities have clearly shown that there
is a significant interest in the developed concepts and solutions. The key lessons which were
learned during the Living Lab activities are described in next table.
Table 12 – Overview of the main lessons learned for Massification Living Lab

Main Lessons learned
Ensure that the Organization which acts as Cluster Owner has absolute neutrality.
- Within a Cluster there might be different stakeholders which have specific roles.
- These roles are clearly impacting the neutrality of the stakeholder.
- For the massification project the stakeholder with the highest neutrality should be selected.
Involve Intermodal Operators and LSPs in the Massification Concept.
- Most LSPs and Intermodal Operators have already a varied customer base.
- If the LSPs and Intermodal Operators are involved as of the start, their customers are integrated.
Use a FREE-MIUM offering on the digital solutions offered.
- To drive adoption of Quick Check and X-intermodal tool a free basic version should be available.
Collaborate and integrate with existing digital solutions.
- Collaboration between different in-flight digital initiatives is needed to create scale.
- Collaboration between different in-flight digital initiatives is needed to avoid investment losses.
Data availability is of vital importance. As part of the massification workshops, intermodal data
can be collected.
With X-Intermodal, intermodal potential can be identified to support industry and policy makers
to improve intermodal transport.
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Intermodal shift potential exists for different lanes and corridors. In the reviewed x-Intermodal
test instance 4 lanes were identified:
 Piacenza-Neapel,
 Segrate-Bari,
 Brescia-Venezia,
 Praha-Cologne.
Overall, it has been identified that from the data sample it has been used a potential of about
60% could be identified that can either be brought to existing services or to the newly introduced
“massification” services.
From the test instance of x-Intermodal it has been identified that for 2938 lanes (65% of all lines),
only trucking options could be identified based on the available schedule data. For 1042 lanes
(35% of all lanes), intermodal alternatives can be identified.
In general, it has been identified that there is a significant dependency of the modal shift
potential based on the access to terminals and the available service offering by intermodal
operators. In several reviewed cases, terminal access was given in general within 100km or less
driving distance; but no adequate service offering for intermodal transport for the envisaged
trajectory was in place.
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4. Dynamic Airport Cluster Management Living Lab
From an operational perspective Symbiotic Network of Logistics Clusters Living Lab is focused
on the implementation of a slot booking tool for air cargo logistics. Here the objective is to
create a visibility solution which allows the different actors in the air cargo supply chain to
collaboratively plan, execute and track their shipments through the Nallian (Clusters 2.0
partner) data sharing platform. The Slot Booking applications runs on the technology provided
by Nallian.
The operational pillar of Symbiotic Network of Logistics Clusters Living Lab consists of the
following steps:
1. Analysis and description of the current cargo handling process at Brussels airport.
2. Analysis and description of the current cargo handling process at Heathrow airport.
3. Fit-gap analysis and modifications of the slot booking app to meet functional scope.
4. Pilot implementation of slot booking app.
5. Analysis of real time visibility requirements of involved stakeholders.
6. Development of real time status app with traffic information.
The preliminary scope at an operational level includes the following steps for slot booking:
1. Data collection of the users of the slot booking application.
2. Identification of slot optimisation across different users.
3. Planning and testing of optimized slots in a real implementation case(s).
4. Evaluation of the outcome of the planned new slots.
The slot booking application is implemented as follows:
1. Step 1 explains the slot booking application to the different stakeholders. These are mainly
Carriers, Freight Forwarders, Ground Handlers and the Airport Authority. The different
stakeholders are involved upfront to understand current bottle necks to implement a
collaborative slot booking application.
2. Step 2 mainly focus on data collection of the users of the slot booking application. The
necessary data is collected on Nallian’s data sharing platform with the correct settings of
user rights and data access.
3. Step 3 identifies the optimized slots across different users. According to business rules,
expressed by the users, and automated in the application, the slots will be allocated. We
will also determine the business value for the users and deduct a preliminary business
model.
4. After identification and allocation of slots, Step 4 focuses on live planning and testing of
optimized slots in real implementation cases. The stakeholders bring the slots in their
planning tools and test if the delivery process is optimal.
5. Last Step 5 is to evaluate the outcome of the planned and tested slots and based on user
feedback, come with new insights which will be the basis for new business rules, which
will lead to an iterative process.
The Living Lab has been divided in 3 different iterations.
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4.1 Iteration 1
4.1.1 Preparation
The first iteration was focused on bringing all parties from Brussels Airport together. The Slot
Booking application was developed and tested by Brussels Airport cargo through the
BRUcloud community which is led by Air Cargo Belgium (ACB).
An on-line user manual was developed, and four waves of testing were done in between
January and July 2018. Before starting the execution of the Living Lab on January 2018, some
preparation tasks were developed.
In order to define the requirements and the scope of the Slot Booking Application, a project
group was created that represented the whole BRUcargo community. This project group
contained 5 freight forwarders and 2 ground handling agents, including DHL and WFS. The
following use cases emerged from these meetings:
1. Freight forwarders complain that there is a lot of waiting time when they are pickingup or delivering cargo. The Slot Booking Application should decrease this waiting
time for the freight forwarders: Freight forwarders will book a slot for freight pick-up or
delivery. When arriving at the ground handlings agent they can skip the queue will be
assigned to a gate.
2. Today, the ground handling agents do not know upfront which forwarder is picking
up or delivering cargo when. This makes it very hard for them to make a good
personnel planning with the introduction of Slot Booking App, ground handling
agent can better predict who will arrive at what moment can optimize their personnel
planning. Therefore, slots can be handled quicker handled by the ground handling
agent: Ground handling agents will make their personnel planning based on the number
of slots that are booked so that pick-up and delivery process can be done quicker.
3. Waiting time at the ground handling agents’ costs freight forwarders companies a
lot of money. The introduction of slot booking will generate a cost reduction in the
waiting time: The number of booked slots will be monitored to see if we can notice an
increase. This increase in the number of slots will imply that users see added value and
reduction in the cost of the waiting times.
In the meetings that were held with this group, they were asked to bring the data they had
available and that they were willing to share with other members of the community. Based on
this data and the input of the project group, a first version of the Slot Booking Application was
created.
The Slot Booking application can be accessed via the BRUcloud platform. BRUcloud is the
umbrella name for the open data sharing platform operational at Brussels Airport with multiple
collaborative applications, operational within BRUcargo and based on Nallian data sharing
technology. This platform enables business collaboration between all cargo airport actors,
collectively improving cargo handling and business performance, leading to a higher
performance logistics hub.
Slot Booking application is a central window to book a time slot for freight delivery or pick up.
3 main roles are identified in Slot Booking application:
1. Booker (freight forwarder): the freight forwarder can request a single or recurrent
timeslot.
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2. Supplier (ground handler): the supplier can make time slots for different cargo types
available.
3. Control tower: guarantees the neutrality in the platform.
The figure below describes the benefits that each role can have by using the slot booking
application.

Figure 32 - Roles of Slot Booking application

The figure below can be taken as an example of the developed solution of Slot Booking
application.

Figure 33 - Screenshot of Slot Booking application
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This first version was tested by the project group in the live environment over a period of
several weeks. After the testing, the feedback of the project group was gathered and based
on the feedback, adjustments were made to the applications. The adjustments that were made
were minor adjustments to make the application more user friendly and more efficient.
Once all adjustments were implemented, a new review of the application was done by the
project group. Once all partners had given their approval, the application was again rolled out
to the 5 freight forwarders and to the 2 ground handling agents to use in the live environment.
This was done on 15th January 2018 and after that date more partners showed interest in the
project and joined the application.
After successful testing in Brussels Airport during the first iteration, focus of the Slot Booking
app will be the roll out to other airports with a focus on Heathrow.

4.1.2 Execution
Slot Booking APP was tested in 4 cycles starting the first one on January 2018. The partners
involved in the first iteration of the Slot Booking application already handle more than 50% of
BRUcargo freight.
During the first iteration the 5 freight forwarders were able to book slots at the two ground
handling agents who participated in the project. These freight forwarders were able to book a
‘ad-hoc’ slot or a ‘recurrent’ slot. By booking one of these slots, they would get priority at the
ground handling agent, they could skip the queue and eliminate the waiting times. This set up
stayed in place for two months, which regular meetings took place to review the performance
of the application and discuss the impact on the operational process. During these meetings
it was repeatedly indicated that waiting times were reduced for freight forwarders when they
picked-up or delivered cargo with a slot reservation. Also, the ground handlers indicated the
benefit by stating that it is much easier for them to plan their personnel when they know upfront
when freight forwarders will arrive at their facilities.
The table below reflects the solution that was tested, and the users involved in the testing.
Table 13 – Execution of the Living Lab during the first iteration

Date

Milestone

Implemented solution

Users

Use cases

15-01-2018

Slot Booking
Go Live 1

Forwarder:
Book/update/cancel
single and recurrent slots

WFS
Aviapartner
DHL
Kuehne + Nagel
Skyfast
Panalpina
Nippon Express

1.

Ground handler: Get
better insight in freight
pick-up and delivery to
optimize their personnel
planning
27-03-2018

Slot Booking
Go Live 2

Same as above + adding
Air WayBill information
to slots
Insight in available
capacity at ground
handler facilities
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Same of above +
DB Schenker
DSV
Yusen Logistics
MSE
CEVA
Saco Group Air
WFS Forwarding

Eliminating waiting
times for freight
forwarder
2. Optimizing
personnel
planning at ground
handlers’ facility
3. Transparency
through the entire
chain
1. Eliminating waiting
times for freight
forwarder
2. Optimizing
personnel planning
at ground handlers’
facility
3. Transparency

V2.0

Bolloré
22-06-2018

09-08-2018

Slot Booking
Go Live 3

Slot Booking
Go Live 4

Same as before +
dynamic slots (slots
timings will chance when
driver is early/late)

Same as above

Same as above +
Expeditors
APA
DAS Logistics
Geodis
UPS
Gosselin
Ziegler

1.

Same as above +
Herfurth
Eagle Air
Fast Forward Freight
KWE

1.

2.

3.

2.

3.

through the entire
chain
Eliminating waiting
times for freight
forwarder
Optimizing
personnel planning
at ground handlers’
facility
Transparency
through the entire
chain
Eliminating waiting
times for freight
forwarder
Optimizing
personnel planning
at ground handlers’
facility
Transparency
through the entire
chain

After the first go live more awareness was created around the slot booking application, by
giving in-house demo’s to partners, creating flyers, asking on board partners to give
testimonials, etc.
This led to a second wave in March 2018 in which 7 new freight forwarders joined the
application. After the second go live also a third and fourth was done, bringing the total number
of freight forwarders in the project to 24 and 2 ground handling agents.
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Figure 34 – Numbers of slots booked in Slot booking application during Iteration 1

Every 3 weeks there was an evaluation meeting with these partners to discuss operational
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issues, but more importantly to brainstorm about future features. An online questionnaire was
done to collect feedback from the stakeholders.
Table 14 – Stakeholders’ feedback from operational issues

Use case

Process

Data collected for evaluation

Freight forwarders complain that
waiting time is very high when they
are picking-up or delivering cargo.
The Slot Booking Application should
decrease this waiting time for the
freight forwarders
Today, the ground handling agents do
not know upfront which forwarder is
picking up or delivering cargo and
when. This makes it very hard for
them to make a good personnel
planning. With the introduction of
Slot Booking App, ground handling
agents can better predict who will
arrive at what moment and can
optimize their personnel planning.
Therefore, slots can be handled
quicker by the ground handling agent
Waiting time at the ground handling
costs freight forwarders companies a
lot of money. The introduction of slot
booking will generate a cost
reduction in the waiting time.

Freight forwarders will book
a slot for freight pick-up or
delivery. When arriving at
the ground handlings agent
they can skip the queue will
be assigned to a gate.
Ground handling agents will
make their personnel
planning based on the
number of slots that are
booked so that pick-up and
delivery process can be
done quicker.

Data is captured via a satisfaction
survey in the BRUcargo
community. The first survey
showed an average decrease in
waiting time of 30-45 minutes
per slot
Timestaps of the beginning and
ending of the slot are captured in
the Slot Booking application.

The number of booked slots
will be monitored to see if
we can notice an increase.
This increase in the number
of slots will imply that users
see added value and
reduction in the cost of the
waiting times.

Via the satisfaction survey it was
measured that the average
waiting time is decreased with
30-45min per slot. We assume
that the cost reduction will
increase the number of booked
slots. The number of slots booked
can be monitored in the
application itself.

Table 15 – Slot Booking APP data collection

Use case

Data collected for evaluation

The Slot Booking Application should decrease this
waiting time for the freight forwarders

Data is captured via a satisfaction survey in the
BRUcargo community. The first survey showed an
average decrease in waiting time of 30-45 minutes per
slot
Timestamps of the beginning and ending of the slot
are captured in the Slot Booking application.

Ground handling agent can better predict who will
arrive at what moment can optimize their
personnel planning. Therefore, slots can be
handled quicker handled by the ground handling
agent
Waiting time at the ground handling agents’ costs
freight forwarders companies a lot of money. The
introduction of slot booking will generate a cost
reduction in the waiting time.
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Via the satisfaction survey it was measured that the
average waiting time is decreased with 30-45min per
slot. We assume that the cost reduction will increase
the number of booked slots. The number of slots
booked can be monitored in the application itself.
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4.2 Iteration 2
4.2.1 Preparation
After the successful results of Iteration 1, the main objectives of the 2nd iteration were:
• To increase the use of the app and improve the quality of use
• To increase functionality
• Extend use to Heathrow Airport
Bug fixes and new functionalities were added to slot booking app in the 2nd iteration. Some of
the reported bugs were fixed and some new functionalities were added. Mainly in the
background of the application to let it run smoother, but there was also a main focus on giving
the users additional visibility. In the first iteration of the slot booking application it was already
possible for the freight forwarder to book a time slot at the ground handling agent and therefore
inform the ground handler at what time he would pick-up or deliver the cargo. In this phase
the ground handlers did not yet know what cargo was being pick-up or delivered. In the second
iteration we focused on adding the possibility to easily add freight details of import shipments,
so that the ground handlers know what cargo will be picked-up. When knowing upfront which
cargo the freight forwarder will collect, the ground handler can take proactive action, prepare
the freight upfront, which will lead to a more efficient process.

Figure 35 – Screenshot of the functionality, an overview of the booked slots

The above screenshot shows how the feature works. On the left side of the screen the freight
forwarder gets an overview of his booked slots. The forwarder can now easily drag his cargo
details to his booked slot to inform the ground handling agent what we will pick-up at what
time.
Another feature that was added in the second iteration was the slot manifest. The slot manifest
is a manifest that can be printed from the slot booking application that includes your slot
booking information. It is also closely linked to the previous feature as it also contains the
freight details linked to a slot. The advantage of this slot manifest is that you have all
information on one manifest and no longer separated on different papers. An additional goal
of the slot manifest was the automated caption of timestamps. Besides the slot information
and freight details every slot manifest contains a unique barcode that can be scanned by the
freight forwarder at the ground handling agent. By scanning this barcode, the actual time of
arrival of the freight forwarder is registered in the slot booking application and we know at what
time the freight forwarder arrived at the facilities of the ground handler.
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Figure 36 – Slot manifest

The last big feature that was added was the possibility for the freight forwarder to book a lastminute slot. In the first iteration there was only one slot type “standard” slots, which allowed
the freight forwarder to make a slot booking for at least hours in the feature. Freight forwarders
however indicated that they had a lot of urgent shipments for which the 3-hour cut-off
parameter was not sufficient. Therefore, a new slot type, the “last minute” slot, was introduced,
allowing forwarders to book a slot until 30 minutes before the starting time. With this new slot
type, also the urgent shipments can go via the Slot Booking Application.
Heathrow airport
With the objective to extend the use of Slot Booking Application to Heathrow, community
workshops organized on 30th of April, 18th of June and 22nd of August.
Pilot system was validated, and simulations were done with Clusters 2.0 partners WFS, DHL
GF and Jan De Rijk.
The conclusions / findings from these workshops are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Slot Booking functionality can be a part of the solution for solving the congestion problem.
Conditions are that all parties involved have to participate from the start.
Big bang approach needed due to specific situation on site.
The full solution requires implementation of infrastructural changes as horseshoe shape
that the lanes from Heathrow have do not fit modern operations. If a truck has any issue
blocks all the other lanes.
– Call forward parking space to be constructed.
– Access control to be installed.
– The lessons learned influenced future plans of Airport.

As a general conclusion, the model will be hard to apply it in Heathrow and it is not sure if the
outcome will be successful.
Additionally, after the success of Slot Booking Application Iteration 1 in Brussels Airport, the
solution will be also implemented in Liege Airport (not part of Clusters 2.0).
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4.2.2 Execution
At the end of the second iteration there were 28 partners using Slot Booking Application, 24
freight forwarders and 4 ground handling agents.
New users added to the Slot Booking Application in the second iteration were:
 2 ground handling agents (but Dnata paused their slot booking activities now
temporarily because of operational issues, but they confirmed to step back in the
project in 2020)
 20 freight forwarders
The current partners handle more or less 85% of the freight processed at BRUcargo.
The testing in this 2nd iteration was divided in 4 different phases, from January to September
2019, as detailed in the following table.
Table 16 – Execution of the Living Lab during the second iteration

Date

Milestone

Implemented solution

Users

Use cases

21/01/2019

All freight go-live

21/02/2019

Slot Booking
Swissport Go live
New release of slot
booking

Same as at the end of
iteration 1
Same as above

Same as in iteration 1
+ All Freight logistics
Same as above +
Swissport
Same as above

Same as in
iteration 1
Same as above

Same as above +
Dnata
Same as above +
Hankyu
Same as above + BDP

Same as above

15/05/2019

12/06/2019

Dnata go live

Automated registration of
ETA via ground handling
agent internal system.
Same as above

22/07/2019

Hankyu go live

Same as above

09/10/2019

BDP go live

Same as above

Same as above

Same as above
Same as above

The main focus of the second iteration was to reduce waiting these even further for the freight
forwarders. In the first iteration the partners indicated that the results were very positive, but
because but because the project grew to more than 20 freight forwarders, there were more
operational challenges to manage. To overcome the challenge and to still guarantee a smooth
operational challenge, new features were added to the Slot Booking Application in the second
iteration. The biggest new features were the introduction of last-minute slots, the slot manifest
and the possibility to add freight details to your slot for import shipments. All these three new
features were already described in the previous section.
The results of the second phase were measured by satisfaction survey. In this survey freight
forwarders indicated that their waiting times reduced with 30-45 minutes on average per slot.
Furthermore, results were also measured based on statistics from the application.
The below graph shows a string increase in the numbers of slots booked by the freight
forwarder, which indicates that freight forwarders do have an added value when booking a
slot. This was also confirmed by the partners during the 3 weekly meetings with the partners.
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Figure 37 – Numbers of slots booked in Slot Booking application during phase 2

4.3 Iteration 3
4.3.1 Preparation
The third iteration was less involved on adding partners in
the project as the majority of the freight forwarders and
handlers used the application already, though interested
partners could still join, but more on adding new
functionalities to the application and making Slot Booking
Application a service that can be used 24/7 for each freight
forwarder.
In terms of new functionalities, a big one was added in the
third iteration. While in the first two iterations the slot
booking information was only available on a laptop of
desktop, in the third iteration this information was made
available on a mobile application like a smartphone or
tablet. The advantage of this is that now also drivers of the
freight forwarders can see slot booking details like the slot
timing and the freight linked to a slot. This again means
more visibility in the operational process.
In this mobile application a feature was added that allow
the freight forwarders to measure their waiting times in an
objective way. The way it works is that when the driver
arrives at the front-desk he can scan the slot manifest
(described in iteration 2), so that it is known when the
driver arrived at the ground handlers’ facilities. At the
moment the driver starts handling the freight at the gate of
the ground handler, scans a QR code that is tapped to the
gate with his mobile device that registers a new time
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stamp, namely the moment of loading or unloading. The time between that moment at the
arrival time at the front desk is the waiting time of the freight forwarder. Besides the waiting
time, the driver of the freight forwarder can also register missing cargo or damage with his
mobile device and all of this information will be uploaded to the Slot Booking App.
Another function that was worked towards in this iteration was making Slot Booking Application
available 24/7 at the participating ground handling agents. This would allow all the pick-ups
and deliveries of the freight forwarders that are using the application could go via the
application and it would be the first step towards 100% Slot Booking App.

4.3.2 Execution
In the third iteration no new partners joined the project. Two partners have reached out to Air
Cargo Belgium and expressed their interest in February 2020. These partners attended demo
sessions and an in-depth training but due to the Covid-19 virus no official go live has taken
place. These partners will onboard the project when the situation is again stabilized.
The new added features in the third iteration were added in end November 2019 and has been
only tested with 1 ground handling agent (Aviapartners) and 5 freight forwarders (DHL GF,
Nippon Express, Saco Groupair, Skyfast and Kintetsu), but the results have been already
positive.
Statistics of this feature show that in the waiting time of the freight forwarder who have booked
a slot is between 0 and 15 minutes in 52% of the cases and between 15 and 30 minutes in
31% of the cases. In the satisfaction survey performed people indicated that the average
waiting time before slot booking application was over 1 hour.
The results measured based on the data out of the new feature confirm the average waiting
time decrease indicated in the satisfaction survey, namely between 30 minutes and 45 minutes
on average per slot.

Average Waiting Time of Freight Forwarder at Ground
Handling agent
17%
31%

> 30min
0 - 15 min
16 - 30 min

52%

Figure 39 - Average waiting time from Jan2020 till mid-March 2020 of 5 freight forwarders at the ground
handling agent Aviapartner

Besides testing the above feature in the third iteration, Aviapartner was also the first ground
handling agent to offer a 24/7 Slot Booking App service. They introduced this service as of
January 2020. Freight Forwarders are now able to book a slot at any given time in the day at
this ground handling agent. Also, with the other participating partners (WFS and Swissport)
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conversations are going on the move to a 24/7 service and with both partners an action plan
has been set up. The agreement with them is to reach this 24/7 service in the summer of 2020.

4.4 Lessons learned
The main lessons learned in the Dynamic Airport Cluster Management LL are summarized in
the following table.
Table 17 – Overview of the main lessons learned for Dynamic Airport Cluster Management LL

Main Lessons learned
Pilot implementation of Slotbooking App in Brussels Airport: When working on a project like Slot Booking
that could have a benefit for the entire BRUcargo community, good cooperation between the different
partners is very crucial. You need to build a strong community to have these partners, who are actually
competitors, work together. Only when working together, the benefits will be achieved.
Pilot implementation of Slotbooking App in Brussels Airport: Another aspect that is very important is to
create a mind change in the community. People are used to follow a certain paper-based process for a
long time, so convincing them to use the new digital process in which slots can be booked, takes time.
Pilot implementation of Slotbooking App in Brussels Airport: Last thing that is learned is that Slot Booking
has increased the efficiency of the operational processes. Due to Slot Booking Applications, the waiting
time for the freight forwarders is reduced which results also to a cost saving.
Pilot implementation of Slotbooking App in Brussels Airport: A project like slot booking requires
continuous monitoring by a community operator in order to make sure the partners respect the made
agreements in the project.
Pilot implementation of Slotbooking App in Heathrow Airport: The Slot Booking functionality can be a
part of the solution for solving the congestion problem.
Pilot implementation of Slotbooking App in Heathrow Airport: All parties involved have to participate
from the start due to the specific situation of Heathrow Airport. The full solution requires implementation
of infrastructural changes. A call-forward parking space needs to be constructed and an access control
needs to be installed.
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5. Innovative Cluster Handling Technology Living Lab
5.1 Context before Clusters 2.0

Although there have been experiments with a sort of a NMLU, no operational exercise is
known at the start of Clusters 2.0. Research on smart logistics indicates that NMLU’s can be
very beneficial for the logistic supply chain especially during modal shift and city distributions.
A summary of the previous initiatives is described in the following table:
Table 18 – Example experiments load units

Example experiments load units
“Mobile Wareneingangszelle” (2013) Germany
Objective: small-volume exchangeable container system, which can be
loaded with common transport loads for an 1:1 exchange at the store
Main focus: Circumvention of restrictions for city-distribution and supply
(driving bans or Citymaut) and Possibility of night delivery due to the low
noise supply of the containers
“STADSBOX - City Box” (2005) Netherlands
Objective: Small loading unit for city-distribution and supply
Main focus: to realize a multi-purpose design, that can solve the problems
of all retailers / transport operators who are confronted with lacking
accessibility of city centres
“PX Container” (2001) South Africa
Objective: tailored freight distribution under regional aspects in South
Africa
Main focus: door-to-door standard and guaranteed service for unit loads in
customized containers to destinations within South Africa
“Hellmann Playbox” (1996) Germany
Objective: compact loading unit for parcel shipping
Main focus: to create an efficient logistics system with reduced traffic
volume and bundled handling

“CARGO 2000 Logistik Box” (1990) Germany
Objective: medium-size container for combined road-rail transport with
unified interfaces
Main focus: way of organizing complete and partial loads, split transports,
multi-mode traffic or consolidated for Deutsche Bundesbahn (DB)
“Laadkistvervoer per spoor / Von Haus zu Haus” (1939) Netherlands
Objective: small-volume exchangeable box for horizontal transfer
between rail and road. It was an invention by DAF Trucks Eindhoven in
1939 and used by the German, Dutch and Belgian railroads until the start
of WW II
Main focus: way of organizing intermodal transport for “door to door”
services with high level of mechanization
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5.2 Living Lab definition
During the first period of the project, three scenarios were defined in order to be tested, the
scenarios are listed below, and more details can be found in Deliverable 5.7:
1. Warehouse (Distribution centre with storage and customization facility)
1. Pallet handling
2. Hood handling
3. NMLU Bottom with Pallets using roller beds mechanism. Moving the NMLU
bottom out of the truck and in the DC by using roller beds
2. Intermodal transport (use of the developed NMLU subframe for the modal shift)
1. horizontal collaboration and an intermodal shift of a 45 container from truck to
train to truck
3. City distribution
1. NMLU bottom handling with forklift
2. Pallet on the bottom handling with forklift
Following the iterative approach specified in the frame of WP5 - Living Labs, two testing
phases have been defined in the Living Lab.
Phase 1: After a first period of preparation, the initial set of tests were performed in January
2019 in order to test scenario 1. This first period will be described in section 5.2. Phase 1.
Phase 2: The second period of preparation was concluded with the final tests during February
2020 in order to test scenario 1 and scenario 2. This period is identified in this document as
Phase 2 and will be described in section 5.3. Phase 2.

5.3 Phase 1
5.3.1 Preparation
Discussions during workshops in Bologna (October 2017, first suggestions) and Karlsruhe
(February 2018) resulted in a prototype design of the NMLU consisting of multiple parts. This
design was then presented towards a group of retailers in Paris (April 2018). Based on the
positive discussions the LL3 partner Van Eck Group started the construction of the NMLU.
The following table describes all the workshops that were performed in order to design the
first prototype of the NMLU.
Table 19 – Workshops NMLU design and scenarios

Overview Living Lab design sessions
Workshop

Location

Items addressed

1-2017.10

General discussion resulting in a pallet and a bottom.

2-2017.11

Interporto
Bologna
VEG-Oude Waag

3-2017.12

UA-Antwerpen

- Common understanding on Supply Chain and Processes
- Specification of NMLU design
Discussion design Subframe concept for intermodal transhipment.

4-2018.02

PTV-Karlsruhe

General discussion based on presentation first drafts prototype.

5-2018.04

ARMINES-Paris

Presentation and feedback discussion retailers.

6-2018.04

eConsult-Vienna

7-2018.07

JDR-Roosendaal

General discussion based on presentation final drafts prototype.
Decision to build the 5 parts of the NMLU.
- Prototype design aspects
- Preparation of Testing Scenario – What will be achieved during the
first iteration and in general
- Review findings and comparison with definition of KPIs/goals
- Next Actions, Timeline, and Responsibilities
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8-2018.08

BRUcargo-Brussel

- Prototype testing aspects
- Specification of scenarios
- Specification within Testing Protocol
- - Discussion of schedules and organizational items
2018.09: NMLU prototype ready for testing

The designed and built NMLU, the Modular type, has the following characteristics:
NMLU Hood (1)
The main goals of the NMLU were to protect the goods without any
additional cardboard material and find a way of stacking the goods
without extra materials. This resulted in the construction of a hood.
The hood can simply be placed over the goods. And then strapped
towards the pallet. Without any additional effort, a second layer can
simply be stacked on top of the hood.
Figure 40 – Stacking of NMLU pallets

NMLU pallet (2)
Building upon the concept of the hood, a special pallet is needed to be able to hold the hood.
The pallet size and dimensions are the same as a normal pallet, but with some extra mounting
resources in such a way that the hood perfectly fits on the pallet. If placed, it cannot move.
NMLU interface plate
For the first design only two dimensions of the hood were created: large and small. In order to
be able to stack both together, an interface plate needs to be used.
NMLU Bottom (“NMLU”)
The NMLU Bottom is a core element of NMLU packaging system and a connector between
the upper system (e.g. NMLU pallets) and the NMLU-Subframe (similar to trailer or container).
NMLU subframe
Furthermore, the challenge is to quickly exchange large sets of goods via a modal shift from
truck to train and back. Currently this resulted in the design of a so-called sub frame. A large
plate which has the same sort of mounting resources as the pallets but then 45 ft long.
Final developed prototype:
The test object consists of one NMLU Bottom with a total of five NMLU pallets on it. Four
NMLU pallets become an NMLU Hood Type 2 (one stack version) and one NMLU pallet
becomes two NMLU Hoods Type 1 (double stack version) with an interface plate between.
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NMLU Hood Type 1
NMLU Hood Type 2
Interface Plate
NMLU Pallet
NMLU Bottom

Figure 41 – NMLU (hood-plate-pallet-bottom)
Table 20 – NMLU first prototype characteristics

Dimensions

Amount

Height
[mm]

Width
[mm]

Depth
[mm]

Weight
[kg]

NMLU Hood Type 1

2

620

1.216

816

28

NMLU Hood Type 2

4

1.208

1.216

816

48

Interface plate

1

25

1220

820

21

NMLU Pallet

5

144

1.216

816

40

NMLU Bottom

1

138

2.452

2.062

465

1.547

2.452

2.062

1.140

Complete Unit

On the other hand, the first design of the NMLU subframe, which will be developed in the
second phase, is showed in the figure below:
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Figure 42 – NMLU sub frame first design

5.3.2 Execution
Once the first NMLU prototype was constructed, a first wave of tests was performed during
January 2019, with the results detailed in this section. Next table describes in detail which
tests were performed.
Table 21 – Warehouse testing protocol execution from Innovation Cluster Handling Technology LL

Warehouse testing protocol
Date

Milestone

Operation

Users

Use cases

22-01-2019

Formation of
loading units
(Hood)

1.
2.

Double stacking
Double stacking of
pallets manual
Stacking pallets
Hood over boxes
Hood over
standard euro
pallet

JDR Forklift driver
JDR goods (SKU)
handling person

Pallet handling
in a distribution
centre with
storage and
customisation

Lifting and driving
the stack with an
interface plate in
between
Loading stack
(interface plate in
between)
Unloading stack
(interface plate in
between)
Lifting and moving
the stack without

JDR Forklift driver

Pallet handling
in a distribution
centre with
storage and
customisation

3.
4.
5.

22-01-2019

Behaviour on
conveyor
technology

1.

2.
3.
4.
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interface plate
22-01-2019

Formation of NMLU

1.
2.

Storing pallets
Loading NMLU
bottom

JDR Forklift driver

23-01-2019

Handling NMLU
with the truck
docked (via ramp)

1.
2.
3.

Unloading trailer
Handling test
Loading

Forklift driver
Truck driver

23-01-2019

Loading NMLU into
truck sideways

1.

Loading NMLU
sideways
Unloading NMLU
sideways

Forklift driver
Truck driver

Unloading NMLU
NMLU on roller bed
Loading NMLU into
trailer

Truck driver

2.
23-01-2019

Loading NMLU with
semi-automated
roller beds,
handling on roller
tracks

1.
2.
3.

Pallet handling
in a distribution
centre with
storage and
customization
Hood handling
in a distribution
centre with
storage &
customisation
Hood handling
in a distribution
centre with
storage &
customisation
Distribution
centre with
roller beds
facility

The real NMLU that was used for testing is shown in the following figure:

NMLU Hood Type 1

Interface Plate

NMLU Hood Type 2

NMLU Pallet

NMLU Bottom

Figure 43 - Complete NMLU unit with cargo securing (photo of the real NMLU)

The following section describes the main procedures of the testing activities and its remarks,
the detail of the procedures from these six different tests can be found in annexes.
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1. Formation of loading units (Hoods)
The main aim of this activity consists in demonstrating different configurations of stacking
standard euro pallets and NMLU hoods and the NMLU interface plate with random freight.
Referring to the testing unit used to test the formation of loading units at JDR, the necessary
subjects are a hood type 2, a hood type 1, an interface plate and a pallet
The procedures tested are:
- Double stacking
- Double stacking of pallets manual
- Stacking pallets
- Hood over boxes and hood over euro standard pallet

Figure 44 – Formation of loading units testing – Double stacking of pallets manual

Overall the results of the testing of the first milestone were as expected, the main remarks are
described here:
When double stacking pallets manually there was a high risk of injury to the hands. In
addition, one person was not able to operate the hood, because it was too heavy. Hood type
2 was also too high for manual handling. It worked, but it is not recommended for everyday
use, as it was too exhausting for the employees.
It was not possible for just one driver to “Aim” while placing the hood over the pallet.
Furthermore, the hood stacked to the boxes while lowering and it took a lot of time and
preparation. Besides, the handling seemed to be easier with the clamp than with the forks.
When removing the hood, it was noticeable that the boxes stacked to the hood and it was
very hard to get them out. In addition to that, the hood has little edges inside, and the boxes
stacked to them. Furthermore, the forklift with the clamp pushed the hood together which made
it even harder to unload it.
When putting the hood over the standard euro pallet, two pallets were tested. Test one
failed, because the goods were wider than the pallet. The other test succeeded, but some
parts of the packaging looked out between hood and pallet.
The following table summarises the process time of the procedures tested:
Table 22 – Formation of loading units (hoods)

Process

Basis NMLU

Process time [s]

Mounting stack hood type 2 on
stack hood type 1 with an interface
plate in between by forklift

NMLU pallet + hood type 1 and 2
with intermediate plate in
between.

22
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Mounting stack hood type 2 on
stack hood type 1 with an interface
plate manually
Stacking one pallet (+hood) onto
the other without interface plate
by forklift
Placing NMLU hood over four
layers of boxes
Placing hood over a standard euro
pallet

NMLU pallet + hood type 1 and 2
with intermediate plate in
between.
Two NMLU pallets with hood type
2.

14

Hood type 2, an intermediate
plate and a pallet.
Hood type 2, an intermediate
plate and a pallet.

Time measurement not
representative
42

40

2. Behaviour on conveyor technology
The test unit was the NMLU pallet (double stacked with
two pallets and with interface plate) with the objective to
test the behaviour of hood loading unit with common
handling equipment, e.g. forklift and pallet truck.
Remarks of the behaviour on conveyor technology, it
should be considered that the loading with the forklift is
stable without any cargo, but a securing strap is definitely
needed.
As the stack (without interface plate) was lifted it was
very unstable. Maybe a strap in normal usage is needed.
Also, the forklift was not able to drive as fast as with a
normal pallet. Furthermore, the driver was not able to
move forward, because he did not see what was in front
of the forklift. He was able to drive backwards and needed Figure 45 – Behaviour on conveyor
technology - Loading stack with and
place to turn.
interface plate in between
Test summary:
Table 23 – Behaviour on conveyor technology

Process

Basis NMLU

Process time [s]

Stack was lifted and moved by
forklift

NMLU pallet + hood type 1 and 2
with intermediate plate in
between
NMLU pallet + hood type 1 and 2
with intermediate plate in
between
NMLU pallet + hood type 1 and 2
with intermediate plate in
between
Two NMLU pallets with hood type
2

No time required

Stack was loaded into trailer by
forklift
Stack was unloaded from trailer by
forklift
Stack was lifted and moved by
forklift

15

20

2 (Lifted by forklift)

3. Formation of NMLU
Referring to formation of NMLU testing, the complete unit is necessary for the testing
procedure. The testing was done without any cargo and for cargo-securing two small straps
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per NMLU pallet were used. Furthermore, three heavy cargo straps for the complete NMLU
were needed. The used equipment includes a forklift and a trailer.

Figure 46 - Formation of NMLU - Storing pallets

The main remarks in the formatting of NMLU testing procedure are the following:
The handling of securing pallets was intensive because the buckle of the strap had to be
pushed under the pallet from one side to another to connect both ends. This took a lot of time.
When storing pallets on NMLU bottom “Aiming” was tough for the driver. Two corrections
were needed.
Also, two people were needed to fix the strap when securing the NMLU bottom because it
was likely that the anchor fall off on one side before another person ran around the NMLU to
pull the strap through the buckle.
When loading NMLU bottom into trailer the forks were not wide enough to lift the whole
NMLU on the bottom. The driver needed to lift the middle pallets, which pulled the NMLU.
Furthermore, the first attempt failed, because the arrangement of the pallets was not stable
enough. During the test a weld of one of the pallets broke. The second attempt succeeded but
looked extremely unstable. A forklift is under dimensioned to lift the NMLU.
Test summary:
Table 24 - Packing, securing and loading NMLU bottom into trailer

Process

Basis NMLU

Storing the pallets on NMLU
bottom
Loading NMLU bottom into the
trailer

NMLU Bottom + 5 pallets

Process
time [s]
180

NMLU Bottom + 5 pallets

121

4. Handling NMLU with the truck docked (via ramp)
Referring to testing subject, the overall testing scope at WFS the object to be tested in the
complete NMLU.
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Figure 47 - Handling NMLU with the truck docked - Handling test

Remarks of handling NMLU with the truck docked:
During the unloading of the trailer, it was found that the NMLU was too wide for the trailer.
Therefore, the driver had poor visibility and had to manoeuvre very carefully, so it took a lot of
time to unload a single complete unit. Also, the belts loosened during the test because they
stuck to the trailer. In addition, because the intermediate plate was wider than the floor on one
side it stuck to the trailer several times.
When the forks were low in the handling test, the forks were sliced off in fast corners. It was
found that there was no sliding if the NMLU was handled carefully. A brake test was carried
out to show that the NMLU slipped about 50 cm from the fork at normal forklift truck speed but
was still on the fork. Even if the forklift truck drove over a bump, nothing happened. When the
test was carried out with the forks up, the bottom was more unstable. Therefore, the forklift
moved slower due to security reasons.
Also, when loading NMLU bottom into trailer it showed that the driver had a poor field of
vision and therefore needed a lot of time to manoeuvre. The pallets had to be placed exactly
on the bottom, otherwise there was a risk that they will stick to the trailer. The intermediate
plate was wider than the floor and it was attached to the side of the trailer. In addition, the
bottom was not standing plain on the first attempt.
Test summary:
Table 25 - Handling NMLU with truck docked

Process

Basis NMLU

Unloading NMLU from trailer

NMLU bottom with 5 pallets +
weights and pallet hood
NMLU bottom with 5 pallets +
weights and pallet hood
NMLU bottom with 5 pallets +
weights and pallet hood
NMLU bottom with 5 pallets +
weights and pallet hood

Handling test with forks high
Handling test with forks low
Loading NMLU into trailer

Process
time [s]
75
No time
required

170

5. Loading NMLU into truck sideways
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Referring to testing subject, when loading the NMLU into truck sideways the complete NMLU
is tested. This testing procedure was done in WFS facilities.

Figure 48 - Loading NMLU sideways

Remarks of loading NMLU into truck sideways:
When the trailer was unloaded the driver had a bad field of vision. At the first attempt, the
forklift truck drove too far into the trailer, so that the bottom on the other side came out again.
For this reason, the driver had to manoeuvre several times to position the NMLU exactly.
Test summary:
Table 26 - Loading NMLU into truck sideways

Process

Current logistics concept

Basis NMLU

Unloading sideways

5 pallets are unloaded
individually sideways from
trailer
5 pallets are loaded
individually sideways into
trailer

NMLU bottom with 5 pallets
+ weight and pallet hood

Loading sideways

NMLU bottom with 5 pallets
+ weight and pallet hood

Process
time [s]

100

6. Un(-loading) with semi-automated roller beds, handling on roller tracks
At DHL, the behaviour of the complete NMLU was tested on a conveyor belt of the automated
unloading system. The overall testing scope at DHL the object to be used is the complete
NMLU. The testing was done without any cargo. As aids to secure the cargo, two belts per
pallet, three heavy loading belts for securing NMLU were used. The used equipment were
roller beds, a ramp with roller conveyors movable in all directions and in addition, a JDR trailer
with non-driven roller conveyors and a DHL trailer with non-driven roller conveyors.
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Figure 49 - Un(-loading) with semi-automated roller beds, handling on roller tracks - NMLU on roller bed

Remarks during (un)-loading with semi-automated roller beds, handling on roller tracks:
The first attempt with the JDR trailer failed because the distance between trailer and ramp was
too large. In addition, the trailer could not move in the direction of the building because of a
roadblock. The second attempt with the JDR trailer worked, but a lot of manpower was needed
to bridge the distance. Tries three & four with the DHL trailer worked perfectly as the trailer
was closer to the ramp.
There were no problems moving NMLU back and forth on the semi-automated roller bed
even though the NMLU was not parallel to the roller conveyors.
When loading NMLU into trailer several tests were carried out. In tests one & four with the
JDR trailer, the NMLU tipped into the gap between the trailer and the building because of its
weight and centre of gravity. In tests two & three with the DHL trailer there were no problems
and it worked as expected.
Test summary:
Table 27 - Un(-loading) with semi-automated roller beds, handling on roller tracks

Process

Current logistics concept

Basis NMLU

Unloading NMLU from trailer

5 pallets are handled
individually

NMLU bottom with 5 pallets
+ weight and pallet hood
NMLU bottom with 5 pallets
+ weight and pallet hood
NMLU bottom with 5 pallets
+ weight and pallet hood

Moving NMLU back and
forth on roller bed
Loading NMLU into trailer

5 pallets are loaded
individually

Process
time [s]
60
20
55

5.4 Phase 2
5.4.1 Preparation
The design of the 2nd NMLU prototype was discussed in several workshops from February
2019 until December 2019 when it was presented to the consortium. The following table details
these workshops.
Table 28 – Workshops on NMLU second prototype design and scenarios
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Overview LL3 design sessions
Workshop

Location

Items addressed

1-2019.02

PTV-Düsseldorf

2-2019.02

PCT-Piraeus

3-2019.04
4-2019.04

EHLIGAmsterdam
IML-Dortmund

Preparation of NMLU second prototype testing
- Scoping testing case
- Discussion on design aspects
Decision to build 10 NMLUs with 4 euro-pallets footprints related to
second round of testing.
Presentation, feedback and discussion of setting of NMLU second
prototype with project group.
Presentation and feedback discussion retailers.

5-2019.10

PORTO-Trieste

6-2019.12

P&G-Brussels

Prototype testing aspects (rough planning)
- Decision on focused testing scenarios
- Specification within testing units
- Discussion of schedules and organizational items
Prototype testing aspects (detailed planning)
- Description of testing scenarios
- Working out action plan for prototype testing
- Planning of schedules and organizational items
Presentation and feedback on final test setting of NMLU second
prototype with project group.

Compared to the first prototype that was tested during phase 1, the second prototype includes
the following modifications:

Footprint of 4 instead of 5-euro pallets: makes it easier to handle with (common)
forklifts.

Lighter weight - only NMLU bottom is made.

New design and features: more load securing possibilities and a self-securing shape.

Clusters 2.0 Container with roller beds inside and combined features of curtain-side
trailer and 45ft.
Testing prototypes:

1. NMLU
Dimensions
NMLU
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Width [mm]

Depth [mm]

Weight [kg]

106

2.440

1.640
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Interfaces in top
plate for securing
load and build
second level

Pocket for forklift

Self securing
shapes

Pockets for
securing load
Figure 50 - NMLU Bottom "NMLU" (photo of the real NMLU)

2. Clusters 2.0 Container
Dimensions
Clusters 2.0 Container
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Height [mm]

Width [mm]

Depth [mm]

Weight [kg]

3,080

2,550

13,710

5000
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Figure 51 - Clusters 2.0 Container on chassis

The Clusters 2.0 Container is based on the “subframe” definition in the feasibility studies
presented in D4.4. It collects and secures the NMLU’s in a fast way to be able to go over in
the different modal modes. The container has the outer dimensions of a 45 ft. container and
the same interface to lift and secure it on trains and trucks. The container body is a standard
curtain sider, so NMLU’s can be (un) loaded from the side by opening the curtain. The bottom
of the container has a build in roller bed system to do high speed transhipment from the back
of the container. The NMLUs are guided, when rolling in, with a side bearing system that due
to the shape also secures the NMLUs. When the NMLU needs to be taken out from the side,
these bearing frames can be removed.

Figure 52 - Clusters 2.0 Container on chassis

3. Clusters 2.0 ContainerMover
The horizontal transhipment technology by InnovaTrain has been continuously developed
further since the beginning in 2012, starting with a version for the transhipment of smaller units
like the C745 swap body and the 20 foot standard container, up to the model CM-4000 for
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heavy and large containers (30’ - 45’ and up to 34 tons), available in future.
The first model of the ContainerMover 3000, which came out in 2012, was operated by a stateof-the-art wireless remote control enabling the driver of the truck to initiate and control all
movements of the transhipment by remote control.
Operational experience with the ContainerMover technique at customers during 2012-2015
showed that this great freedom of controlling all movements by the driver was also a possible
source for errors and incorrect use of the technique, causing damages and greater tear and
wear to the equipment.
During the period 2016-2017, InnovaTrain was able to automate part of the horizontal
movements and to build in checks and controls so that the transhipment process became
much more controlled and smoother, however the goal of a full-automated horizontal
transhipment was not yet reached.
As the horizontal transhipment process is seen by Clusters 2.0 as one of the enablers to shift
containers to rail also at smaller distribution terminals, it is clear that the technique must be
low-cost, reliable and easy to use.
Based on the positive experiences with the partly automatization of the horizontal movements,
a logical next step was to look at possibilities to fully automate the complete horizontal
transhipment.
Some advantages of a full-automated horizontal transhipment are:
 Suppress human errors due to inexperience and distraction of the operational personnel,
 Control the movement forces on the equipment,
 Adjust movement speeds to optimal values,
 Install electronic interfaces with operational site software to receive orders and to deliver
performance data back (container number, weight, slot number on train, etc.),
 Open the possibility to combine the transhipment technology with AGVs (Automated
Guided Vehicles) in order to arrive at completely automated transhipment processes on
local terminals.
Note: The steps of the positioning process of the vehicle at the railway wagon are not part of
the project.
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Figure 53 – ContainerMover 3000 controlled by wireless remote control

Testing plan
Referring to testing scenario 2 (intermodal transportation) and partly scenario 1 (warehousing)
defined in Clusters 2.0 Deliverable 5.4 the following procedure was planned:
1. In Pre-hole Suppliers load the shipments onto NMLU bottoms and these shipments are
picked up by JDR.
2. After that they are transported to Cross Dock Center in Venlo.
3. In Venlo (main-hole) the NMLU bottoms are arranged by final destination and loaded in a
45’ Curtain side Container.
4. The containers are sent to Cabooter Terminal in Kaldenkirchen and shipped towards
Milano Melso terminal (inside 45 feet container).
5. In Post-run the NMLU bottoms are delivered to the customers and back to the terminal.
Reverse logistics is happened 48 hours later with same train.
The following diagram describes the testing plan.
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Truck
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CC JDR
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TX –
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Truck

C – 3 NMLU

C – 1 NMLU
D – 1 NMLU

...
n – x NMLU

Figure 54 – Testing scenario for intermodal transportation and warehousing scenarios

JDR has an intermodal control centre at Venlo. This is also a cross dock location where LTL
freight is being combined into FCL freight. From this location daily truck transports to the rail
terminal in Venlo are being carried out. From the rail terminal Cabooter in Venlo, TX Logistik
operates and controls the train to Milano. For this use case a baseline description has been
made and a new NMLU based use case which shows and tests the potential of NMLUs. The
cargo from the different customers are picked up in milkruns from the warehouse in Venlo. All
a cargo is unloaded and stored in the warehouse.
For this use case, different subtests have been done which are inputs for the total
quantification of the new NMLU intermodal use case. The original plan to do a full live test and
just register this could not be done due to the lack of real-life cargo from customers.
Deviation from the planned testing procedure in the Intermodal scenario (short term):
Due to the low willingness of the shippers to ship their goods on NMLUs justified by larger
process deviations from their standard process, NMLUs are prepared at JDR with dummy
cargos.
The intermodal transhipment (road to train) in Venlo is not done with horizontal technology
from Innovatrain, because the plant cannot be completed in the short term. The intermodal
handling has been demonstrated with the conventional reach stacker.
As an addition, the warehousing scenario will be further tested by an interested user FM
logistics outside the Clusters 2.0 project. FM Logistics is a logistics service provider for Leroy
Merlin, a home improvement and gardening retailer with their own stores.
The Suppliers of Leroy Merlin are picking their goods onto NMLU bottoms, which are picked
up by Leroy Merlin’s LSP FM Logistics. Via their Cross-Docking Center in Cabanillas, FM
Logistics will transport NMLU bottoms to stores. For such a case, add-ons for the NMLU
bottoms will have to be designed that make multiple stories possible.

5.4.2 Execution
Due to faced barriers and deviations the testing scope of NMLU second prototype was focused
on demonstrating most innovative and important steps from logistic perspective. See the
following figure:
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Figure 55 – NMLU second iteration testing plan

The tests performed are summarized in the following table:
Table 29 – Execution of the Intermodal scenario testing protocol from NMLU 2nd prototype testing

Date

Process

Operation

Users

Use cases

14012020

NMLU palletizing

1. Palletize NMLU with 4
pallets

JDR

14012020

NMLU box
stacking

1. Manual Stacking NMLU
with 600x400 boxes

JDR

15012020

Automated cross
docking at DHL

16012020

Intermodal shift
truck - train

1. Unloading of NMLUs out
of trailer
2. Semi-automated mixing of
at least two NMLUs on
roller beds
3. Loading of one NMLU into
trailer
1. Positioning and drive out
gripper
2. Shift truck – train with
reach stacker
3. Shift train – truck with
reach stacker
4. Drive in gripper and run

Logistics operation at
distribution centre for
customized bundling and
consolidation
Logistics operation at
distribution centre for
customized bundling and
consolidation
Distribution centre with
roller beds facility
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27012020

Truck – Train
transhipment

18022020

NMLU
Loading/Unloading
from the back

18022020

NMLU
Loading/Unloading
from the side

1. Transfer of container
from rail to road
2. Transfer of container
from road to rail
1. Unloading three NMLU
with forklift from the back
2. Loading three NMLU with
forklift from the back

InnovaTrain
AG

Intermodal shift truck-traintruck by horizontal transfer

JDR

1. Unlocking load
securing/roller guidance
2. Unloading one NMLU
with forklift
3. Loading one NMLU with
forklift
4. Locking load
securing/roller guidance

JDR

Logistics operation of load
handling in a distribution
centre with storage &
customisation (typical for
retail)
Logistics operation of load
handling in a distribution
centre with storage &
customisation (typical for
automotive)

The following section describes the main procedures of the testing activities and its remarks,
the detail of the procedures from these six different tests can be found in annexes.

1. NMLU second prototype and Clusters 2.0 Container handling
The description and images of the specific tests performed is shown in next figures.
Testing subject and aids
Referring to the testing unit used to test logistics operations as shown in the NMLU second
iteration testing plan the necessary subjects are 8 NMLUs with dummy cargo, Clusters 2.0
Container on chassis, truck, forklift, reach stacker and Innovatrain system.
Testing procedure
According to testing procedure, the specific operations were tested at different locations:


Logistics operations like palletizing on NMLU, stacking boxes on NMLU, point heavy
load on NMLU and NMLU handling were tested at JDR Warehouse in Roosendaal.

Figure 56 – NMLU JDR Warehouse testing procedure - 1



Loading and unloading of NMLUs from the side and the back with forklift was tested at
JDR Warehouse in Roosendaal.
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Figure 57 – NMLU JDR Warehouse testing procedure - 2



Unloading from the back with roller beds, mix the NMLUs, loading again into 45ft
Container was tested at DHL ground handling facility in Machelen.

Figure 58 – NMLU DHL ground handling testing procedure



Intermodal shift of Container with NMLU loading on the train and unloading the train,
tested at Cabooter Rail terminal in Kaldenkirchen.

Figure 59 – NMLU transshipment testing procedure

The main remarks of the testing are:
Point load test at JDR Warehouse: it was feasible to handle the NMLU with heavy weight
pallet with one ton loaded on one corner of the NMLU. Feasibility to handling the of NMLU
with a mix load of heavy and light goods is given.
Loading/Unloading at JDR Warehouse: the holes in the NMLU were too wide to be picked
up with a lightweight forklift, common equipment at warehouse, a high capacity forklift has
been rented to do the job without any problem.
Automated "CX" at DHL: in Machelen at BruCargo the automated cross docking on roller
beds was tested. 3 operations were planned (unloading of 8 NMLUs out of the container,
mixing of NMLUs on roller beds, loading of 8 NMLUs in other sequence). Unfortunately, only
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one was managed for various reasons. It took much longer than initially assumed or hoped
for. Reasons are among others:
 gap between container and gate, where the NMLUs got stacked during loading and
unloading and required long manual intervention.
 the speed of the roller beds was too slow.
 susceptibility of the roller beds to faults, if the NMLUs were not in-line with the sensors.
 dummy cargo getting caught on the walls of the container.
Intermodal shift with reach stacker at Cabooter Container Terminal: the frames (twist
locks, etc.) fits to and with common equipment of rail terminal and Clusters 2.0 Container, so
technical feasibility has been demonstrated. The container was also opened and the cargo
securing and damage to the container was inspected, also no concerns regarding load
securing.
Testing summary:
During the testing all operations were recorded on video and time measurements were taken.
See evaluation of video analysis and time measurement in the following table:
Table 30 - LL3 Phase 2 time measurements

Nr.

Process

Operation

Time
[s]

Total
Time
[s]

1

NMLU palletizing

Palletizing NMLU with 4 pallets

149

149

2

NMLU box stacking

Manual Stacking NMLU with 600x400
boxes as column

-

-

3

NMLU Unloading
from the back

Unloading three NMLU with forklift
from the back

124

124

4

NMLU Unloading
from the back

Loading three NMLU with forklift from
the back

395

395

5

NMLU Unloading
from the side

Unlocking load securing/roller guidance

36

84

Unloading one NMLU with forklift

48

NMLU Loading from
the side

Loading one NMLU with forklift

72

Locking load securing/roller guidance

21

7

NMLU operated cross
docking

81
120

8

Intermodal shift
Truck <-> Train

Unloading of NMLUs out of trailer
Semi-automated mixing of at least two
NMLUs on roller beds
Loading of one NMLUs into trailer
Positioning & drive out gripper
Shift Truck -> Train with reach stacker

6
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Shift Train -> Truck with reach stacker

73

rive in gripper & run

27

2. Truck – Train transhipment
The subject to be tested is the duration of a transhipment of a large container or swap body
between a road vehicle and rail vehicle beginning with the arrival of the road vehicle at the
hub and ending with the departure of the road vehicle from the hub.
These Containers can be equipped inside with roller bed systems to carry NMLUs.
A full description of the background, all preparations and test results are available in
Deliverable 4.4.
To be able to perform the time measurement tests a fully equipped transhipment device
ContainerMover is needed. This device was courteously made available by InnovaTrain
customer railCare AG in Switzerland. The additional equipment for the automated
transhipment was delivered by InnovaTrain.
Testing subject and aids
The testing unit was the vehicle “Gaussin 4-axle electrical vehicle ACM” equipped with
ContainerMover Type 3040 Full Automatic Nr 10300.19-14 build 2019
As cargo a normal steel swap body type C745 (Krone) was used loaded with stacked empty
euro pallets and was used normal Cargo securing in a swap body.
The equipment used consisted in:


one ContainerMover Type 3040 Full Automatic, 10300.19-14 build 2019



one container wagon type 104’ (6 axles for 4 swap body type C)



one InnovaTrain wagon adaptor frame on the wagon (build 2011)



one swap body C745 Build Krone / AKSO

Figure 60 – Transhipment equipment

The location of the testing was railCare Hub at the COOP Distribution Centre in Schafisheim
/ Hunzenschwil (CH). Some pictures of the transhipment location can be found in annexes.
Testing procedure
The testing consisted in 2 roundtrips, starting with driving with an empty ContainerMover
through the gate to the tranship area and picking up the container by the ContainerMover from
the railway wagon and driving it with container out of the gate. Then turning around and
returning with the container to the transhipment area and shifting the container back on the
railway wagon and leaving the area empty again via the gate.
The distance between the gate and transhipment area was around 600 meters.
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Conclusions
In the following table the average of the results is described, the specific results of each of
the four runs can be found on Annex 2.
Table 31 – Truck-Train transshipment average results

Summary of Results (Averages)
Step Nbr

Item Description

1
2
3
4
5

Description of moment of Start

Description of moment of End

Vehicle Enty on Hub / Start of sequence
Vehicle going to container
slot at waggon group
wagon-positioning
procedure
automatic horiz.
transhipment
vehicle driving from wagon
slot to exit of hub

6

Duration in
seconds
(difference)

starting time

Notes
time

driving from arrival point

stopping at slot at wagon

0:01:15

duration

start of driver using side camera

vehicle correctly positioned

0:00:39

duration

Start of initiating the aut system

End of aut transhipment. System :
“ready to drive“

0:04:30

duration

Starting driving at wagon

Passing exit gate hub

0:00:48

duration

Total duration

0:07:13

duration

Vehicle exit from Hub / End of sequence

End time

time

The total time for a complete run (starting at the gate – transhipment – coming back at the
gate) was 7 minutes and 13 seconds.
The transhipment part at the wagon itself was 4 minutes and 30 seconds, which is around one
minute longer than the transhipment with the semi-automatic version (3020) where the driver
is initiating the intermediate process steps.
The reason why the incoming drive of the vehicle to the wagon takes clearly more time than
the returning drive in direction of the gate is that: at this compact site situation the
ContainerMover - when coming to the wagon - needs to turn around to be able to position
itself parallel with the right side to the wagon.
For the fact that the automatic transhipment takes more time than the semi-automatic version,
there is the following explanation:
1. Extensive data processing by the special software: the system is equipped with
two high definition cameras and one high performance PC. As there is only one central
PC, the calculations for the automatic height adjustments to level the contract bridge
with the wagon adaptor takes its time and is done in sequence: first the front, then the
back. This takes time. The high-resolution VCXG-53M.I camera from the manufacturer
Baumer Electric AG (Switzerland) in combination with the image reading and image
analysis software from National Instruments has been used. Apart from the longer
transhipment time due to the slow processing of data in the automatic system, the test
results revealed that the camera system is quite sensitive to the provision and sources
of light and the stability of it. On the one hand it is sensitive for blinding effects from
strong incoming sunlight and especially in the early morning or late afternoon
(dawn/dusk), on the other hand we have seen disturbances during night-time, when
spotlights and headlights from other vehicles cause problems. This makes the system
too unstable and too unreliable to be used in normal day to day operations in all kinds
of weather circumstances. A result which is not satisfactory.
2. Safety margin when lowering containers: the lowering of the container on the truck
or wagon, after the horizontal shift is done by letting the air out of the air cushions
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situated in the mover beams. The exact moment that the full weight of the container is
away from the two mover beams and on the 4 twist locks, cannot easily be determined.
(In case of the semi-automatic ContainerMover, it is the driver who can determine this
moment.)
In order to be sure that the container is fully separated from the mover beams and fully
on the twist locks we have chosen for a minimum extra time of 30 seconds to be
elapsed after the air pressure has dropped to 1 bar (normal atm. air pressure).
3. Sequential use of electric power: the special full electric vehicle was so programmed
that the 3 major energy users (driving / hydraulic pump / air-pump) could only be used
in sequence, not in parallel mode. A hydraulic height adjustment to the CM when
driving cannot be done, or the air pressure tanks can only be filled when the two other
utilities are not used. With less air-buffer tanks in this vehicle than on the diesel driven
ContainerMovers. This caused a slow air system.

5.5 Comparison between baseline scenario and NMLU scenario
The baseline use case
In the baseline use case JDR fills complete 45 ft containers with cargo coming from different
customers, the containers are transported to Italy by train. The Cargo with destination Milan
is gathered in pickup runs and then brought to the JDR DC in Venlo. The pickup runs are done
with truck trailer combinations after the order placement of the JDR customers. Customers
place variable orders that differ from few pallets to complete container loads. After arrival of
the trailers at Venlo they are unloaded, the cargo is stored in the warehouse from JDR. The
cargo will be picked by the warehouse when it needs to go to the final destination. At the
outbound of the DC the containers are filled, by hand or pallet truck. The containers go from
DC Venlo to Cabooter on a container chassis. Then, they are placed on a train and the journey
to Italy begins, here ends the baseline description because the containers were not
transported to Italy in the real test cases.
Analyses have been done to find cargo that would fit best to optimal NMLU filling. Out of
enormous data file three optimal shipment orders could be found (yellow section) that would
fill a complete container (subframe with 8 NMLU’s):

Figure 61 – LL3 optimal shipment orders for NMLU filling

Customer A in Houten had a shipment of 12 pallets to Italy.
Customer B in Breda had a shipment of 8 pallets to Italy.
Customer C in Schoten had a shipment of 12 pallets to Italy.
In the baseline scenario, the pallets from customer A were picked up in run 1. The 12 pallets
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are loaded one by one and after finishing the complete pickup run, they were unloaded in the
Venlo DC and placed in the storage area off the Venlo DC. In different pickup runs the cargo
from customer B in Breda and Customer C in Schoten are picked up loaded in trailers and
unloaded at the DC.

Figure 62 – Pick-up run in the baseline use case

On the day of shipment the cargo from A, B and C is picked up in DC Venlo and placed pallet
by pallet in the outbound area. After placement of the container at the gate, the pallets are
loaded and secured in the container. The container is picked up by the truck with container
chassis and transported to the Cabooter Terminal. After arriving at the Cabooter Terminal the
container is picked up from the trailer and placed a wagon. The trailer returns to the DC in
Venlo, the baseline description stops here.
The NMLU intermodal use case
In this new intermodal use case, the pallets are placed on NMLUs by the customers.
Customer A has 3 NMLUs (instead of 12 pallets), B has 2 and C has 3 which fill a complete
container. It is possible to load the NMLUs from the back in the trailer with a forklift, but it will
be far more effective to install a little gravity roller track at the DC door, as shown in figure 61.
It is a low investment that is also easily removable. The NMLU will slide in and out the trailer
automatically using gravity like done in air cargo loading and unloading. For the customers it
is assumed that their operational costs will stay the same, the time to fill and prepare a NMLU
at the gate is equal to the time needed to load the pallets in the trailer. A big advantage is that
the gate is only used a short time and the driver needs to wait only a short time at the
customers dock.
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Figure 63 – Roller track at the gate to load NMLUs

The NMLUs will be picked up at the day of transport to Italy.

Figure 64 – The new NMLU use case

The trailer and container start at the Venlo DC make a pickup run to C, B and A and in the end
drops off the container at Cabooter, the container will be loaded on a wagon, the trailer returns,
and this new use case ends here. The pickups at the DCs of the customers are possible within
5 minutes.
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Comparison of the Horizontal Collaboration in an intermodal use case
The complete process of the 2 use cases is described step by step and quantified with data
from JDR and the tests done.
The pickup costs for JDR (milk run) which they calculate for their customers will be the same.
The activities and costs (time to prepare the cargo for loading) for the customers are similar
in both processes. In nearby future when the NMLUs are fully integrated, pickup runs can be
planned in a similar way as nowadays with the normal pallets/cargo milk runs.
For Logistic Service providers the advantage will be that the driver loses less time at the
customer, if a customer is willing to do a minor investment in a mini roller track.
Nowadays, for physical loading and securing of 12 pallets at a customer is needed on average
40 minutes. When the NMLUs, in combination with a roller track, are used the average
physical loading time will decrease till 6 minutes.
The main difference in the 2 processes is the skipping of the X-dock and temporary storage
activity at DC Venlo, made possible by using NMLUs and mini roller tracks at the customers.
Which saves precious time in the supply chain.

Figure 65 – Comparison of baseline case and NMLU use case

In the left table of figure 65, the steps and timing for the complete baseline scenario are listed
in the first column “pallets hours”. In the next column, “NMLU”, the timing when the pallets are
also placed on NMLU bottoms and would follow the baseline scenario is listed. The results
show there can be a saving of 13 % in loading time for the LSP.
In the table on the right of fig 63, the complete process of the NMLU use case is described, in
steps and timing gathered from the tests. The big efficiency improvement can be achieved
when picking up the NMLUs in one milk run and directly ship onto the train, skipping all
handling at the warehouse in Venlo. The total time saving for the LSP will be 43 %.
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When all activities are compared, the use of NMLU’s can bring significant operational savings
on one hand however main saving appear when cross dock and temporary storage can be
avoided.
The NMLU offers also little companies easy and secured ways to deliver goods to other
countries by train in a horizontal collaboration led by the LSP.

5.6 Lessons learned
This Living Lab includes innovative handling technology and it is impacting in the daily routines
of the actors involved in the supply chain. During the testing, some barriers and enablers for
the technology adoption have been found, finally extracting a very interesting set of lessons
learned.
The main barriers and factors of success that have been detected during the Living Lab are
specified in the following table:
Table 32 – Main factors of success and barriers of Innovative Cluster Handling Technology LL

Barriers
There is clear resistance in the industry to the introduction of an extra Loading unit between pallet-size
and container/truck-size (it seems targeting the exiting infrastructures in DC’s and at production lines).
NMLUs cause extra dead weight to a truck / Container
Need to manage a pool of NMLUs between industry partners. For this a big initial investment for building
NMLUs, management resources and supporting IT tools is needed.
The turning curve of a forklift handling the NMLU is larger than handling a standard pallet.
Automated high bay storage will not be able to handle the NMLU.
In case of conventional storage extra space between aisles is mandatory.
A heavy forklift is mandatory due to the weight.

Enablers
Maximizing bundling and product mixing (weight/volume ratio) opportunities and increased load factors
in vehicles.
More effective transhipment of trucks: shorter loading times at loading bays.
More effective crossdocking of part-loads and FTLs at intermodal hubs.
NMLU is cross-industry ready, like retail handling NMLU from the back or automotive handling NMLU from
the side of truck.
Sustainability aspect of NMLU, NMLU permit to avoid plastic and works in returnable packaging system.

The list of extracted lessons learned is detailed in the following table:
Table 33 – Overview of the main lessons learned for Innovative Cluster Handling Technology LL

Main Lessons learned
The 5-pallet footprint is logistically suitable for many areas. However, in most cases, retailers do not have
the necessary equipment to use the NMLU.
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The benefits of using the new technology has to be clearly explained to the involved actors, as there is
clear resistance in the industry to the introduction of a new loading unit.
Need to manage a pool of NMLUs between industry partners. For this a big initial investment for building
NMLUs, management resources and supporting IT tools is needed. Some effort is needed to identify the
actor that should be interested in performing this investment.
Use of the NMLU improves sustainability, because uses sustainable materials (metal and wood), without
the use of plastic in NMLU packaging system. Moreover, it increases the load factor on trailer, higher loads
and loads with better weight-volume-ratio.
The tested scenarios demonstrated that the use of NMLU makes more effective some procedures such as
transhipment of trucks and cross-docking.
When all activities are compared in a intermodal scenario between currant scenario and NMLU scenario,
the use of NMLUs can bring significant operational savings on one hand however main saving appear when
cross dock and temporary storage can be avoided.
In Truck Train transhipment, the conclusion is therefore that the actual tested prototype of a fully
automatic version of the ContainerMover is at least one minute slower than the existing semi-automatic
version. Therefore, the total time for a run (gate in - gate out) with the semi-automated version on the
test hub would be around 6 minutes. It must be the goal to reach this duration also for the fully automatic
version.
The actual transhipping speed of an overhaul gantry crane or reach stacker at the moment the truck is
served by the crane can be very fast: one to max two minutes for an ISO container. Transhipping a swap
body by using the four grapple-arms by crane or reach stacker takes much more time (minimum 10
minutes).
What is interesting and important to know is what the duration of a run (truck arriving at the entrance
gate / transhipment at terminal / truck at exit gate) at a public terminal normally is.
It is hard to get trustworthy information from the terminals themselves about the average duration of a
terminal handling: “gate in – gate out”.
It has been asked to a local transport company from the Basel area. This was the reply:
Duration of total handling
Terminal area (public terminal)
(min.)
Basel port terminals
60 – 120 min
Inland terminal
30 minutes
These long total terminal times are mainly caused by waiting times due to overload of the terminals.
But even if we take the 30 minutes as a benchmark for the “gate in – gate out” time of a public terminal,
the Container-Mover hub is still 5 times faster, and therefore much more efficient in time.
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6. Synergies & Final Conclusions
The present section illustrates the final conclusions extracted from the preparation and
execution of the different Living Labs that have been part of Clusters 2.0. The value of testing
innovative solutions in different environments having all of them their specific particularities
allows to detect synergies and extract common conclusions about how to proceed in order to
advance towards the physical internet.
Cluster Community System has been successfully developed in Bologna cluster. The Living
Lab has been focused in testing the service publishing, booking and monitoring both from
railway perspective and from maritime perspective.
GTS company has been involved in the pilot in order to publish their Bologna – Piacenza
railway routes and book these slots. It has been perceived that is always difficult to modify
existing business relationship to optimize or improve consolidated business procedures. It is
difficult convincing LSPs and MTOs to publish their services on CluCS as they do not want to
share their data with other supply chain actors since they already have their trusted shippers.
It is very important to convince these stakeholders that becoming a CluCS node is a very good
opportunity to give more visibility of their offered services to new customers. The most
important benefit of CluCS for railway companies and MTOs is selling the train slots very
quickly. CluCS allows MTOs to access a wider market thus they have the possibility to reach
a higher saturation of their trains by selling their spare capacity. Improving the quick
information exchange of the published services among MTOs and shippers is crucial in order
to reach success. Operators do not like to publish their free capacity due to the competition
and to the “reputation” they want to keep. Thus, CluCS must evolve in this direction and further
explore the possibility of offering its services to the operators guaranteeing their “anonymity”.
CluCS has been connected with TPA (Trieste Port Authority) Sinfomar Port Community
System. EMT (Europa Multipurpose Terminal) is able to publish in CluCS the vessels schedule
and shippers can perform booking requests in these vessels within destinations extra cluster
using the CluCS.
Additionally, CluCS has been connected with xIntermodal, the tool developed in Living Lab 2
in order to improve the visibility on rail connections and find intermodal connections. CluCS
provides to xIntermodal the train tables of the routes involved in this Living Lab.
In Massification Living Lab, the original plan to use CargoStream as a data sharing platform
for shippers was re-scoped with 3 main pillars:
 Community building at the clusters using the massification methodology.
 Development of the Quick Check Tool (QCT) to visualize intermodal opportunities.
 Collection of the intermodal service offerings for the clusters in the consortium in order
to offer this data in the X-Intermodal tool.
The promotion of the massification concept and the testing of the X-Intermodal and the Quick
Check Tool in different project workshops and in the different expert workshops have clearly
shown that there is a significant interest in the developed concepts.
The massification concept will be actively promoted after the finalization of Clusters 2.0. As
within a Cluster there are different stakeholders which have specific roles, it has to be ensured
that the organization which acts as Cluster owner in the massification project has the highest
neutrality level as possible. It is very important to involve intermodal operators and LSPs, as
these types of stakeholders have a very varied customer base. Once the intermodal operators
and LSPs are integrated, their customer base is automatically integrated. This will allow to
facilitate the data sharing, as data availability is of vital importance for the success of the
massification concept.
In order to promote the adoption of the tools developed in the Living Lab, a freemium offering
of these solutions is envisaged in order to facilitate the process. This will also facilitate the
collaboration and integration with different existing solutions in order to create scale. The
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testing of the 2 tools confirm that there is potential for intermodal shift in different lanes and
corridors. These tools will support industry and policy makers to improve intermodal transport.
The second leg of Symbiotic Network of Clusters LL has been the development of a Dynamic
Airport Cluster Management through a slot booking application for air cargo logistics, with the
objective to create a visibility solution allowing the air cargo supply chain to collaboratively
plan, execute and track their shipments through CargoStream platform. The success in this
LL has been to involve almost the 90% of stakeholders involved in the Brussels airport
community (ground handlers and forwarders). The LL has been executed in 3 different
iterations, adding iteratively new stakeholders and new and improved functionality. It has been
stated that slot booking application has a clear benefit for the entire BRUcargo community, so
building a cooperative and strong community between competitors has been a key factor for
success. It has been achieved general mind change in the community by convincing the
community to use the new slot booking digital processes instead of the paper-based
processes. The results in terms of number of slots booked and reductions of waiting times
show the success of the pilot. With the objective to extend the use of Slot Booking Application
to Heathrow, community workshops were organized. The application can be a part of the
solution for solving the congestion problem, but the specific situation of Heathrow airport would
require infrastructural changes such parking spaces and access controls for the full solution
success. Additionally, after the success of Slot Booking Application in Brussels Airport, the
solution is being implemented in Liege Airport.
Innovative Cluster Handling Technology LL has tested, in summary, two main physical
solutions, the New Modular Load Units and the horizontal truck-train transhipment technology.
Following the iterative approach specified in Clusters 2.0, two testing phases have been
defined in the Living Lab. A Phase 1 testing a NMLU prototype for a warehouse scenario and
a phase 2 testing a new NMLU prototype for warehouse and intermodal transport scenarios,
and also testing the horizontal transhipment technology. Some common conclusions are
extracted from the tests. The NMLUs improve sustainability. The tested scenarios
demonstrated that the use of NMLU makes more effective some procedures such as
transhipment of trucks and cross-docking. But there is a clear resistance in the industry to the
introduction of a new loading unit between pallet-size and container/truck. The existing
benefits of using the new technology have to be clearly explained to the involved actors, then
they can perceive the added value in their specific business processes. It is necessary to
manage a pool of NMLUs between industry partners. For this a big initial investment for
building NMLUs, management resources and supporting IT tools is needed. Some effort is
needed to identify the actor that should be interested in performing this investment. Truck
Train transhipment tests have been executed successfully. The actual tested prototype of a
fully automatic version of the ContainerMover is at least one minute slower than the existing
semi-automatic version. Therefore, the total time for a run (gate in - gate out) with the semiautomated version on the test hub would be around 6 minutes. It must be the goal to reach
this duration also for the fully automatic version, taking into consideration that the duration of
a run (truck arriving at the entrance gate / transhipment at terminal / truck at exit gate) at a
public terminal is the important time to be considered.
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Annexes
Cluster Community System LL use cases testing
The detailed use cases of this LL are detailed below:
Use case

Process

Service
catalogue
publishing

The LSP sends via access point the scheduled trains data and composition to the CluCS
system. The sent data like the: the train name, trace number, carrier and the voyage
schedule and stops.
The train sent data is:
 Train code
 Train name
 Train arrival and departure dates
 Train arrival and departure terminals
 Train stops terminals (terminal name, code, type, nation etc.)
 Train carrier info (name, carrier type, address etc.)
 Train wagons composition (position, wagon code, owner company, dimensions
etc.)
 Loaded ITUs data (like plate, ILU code, ITU type, ISO code)
 Available wagon slots
The vessel sent data is:
 Vessel code
 Vessel voyage description
 Vessel arrival and departure
 Vessel destination country
 Available slots
The CluCS access point receives the logistic services catalogue sent by the LSP’s one.
At this stage the CluCS system stores the data on different tables of the DB and make
available to the final user with a simple web interface for access the information.
The received and stored train data is:
 Train code
 Train name
 Train arrival and departure dates
 Train arrival and departure terminals
 Train stops terminals (terminal name, code, type, nation etc.)
 Train carrier info (name, carrier type, address etc.)
 Train wagons composition (position, wagon code, owner company, dimensions
etc.)
 Loaded ITUs data (like plate, ILU code, ITU type, ISO code)
 Available wagon slots
The received and stored data is:
 Vessel code
 Vessel voyage description
 Vessel arrival and departure
 Vessel destination country
 Available slots
The LSP’s access point constantly monitoring the status of trains on the provider system
and send updates to the CluCS which can have an up to date situation of the trains and
their free slots.
The train sent and updated data is:
 Train code

Services
catalogue
updates
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Application
login

Application
navigation
and menus
Access to the
train’s data

Create, edit
and delete
trains data

Access
wagons
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Train name
Train arrival and departure dates
Train arrival and departure terminals
Train stops terminals (terminal name, code, type, nation etc.)
Train carrier info (name, carrier type, address etc.)
Train wagons composition (position, wagon code, owner company, dimensions
etc.)
 Loaded ITUs data (like plate, ILU code, ITU type, ISO code)
 Available wagon slots
The vessel sent and updated data is:
 Vessel code
 Vessel voyage description
 Vessel arrival and departure time
 Vessel destination country
 Available slots
The train and vessel data can be accessed by users through a web interface, behind a
login, so the user must login to the application by inserting his credentials (username and
password). The user can also select the language of the application between Italian and
English.
The horizontal first level menu allow the user to access to the left side one which has a
lot of other entry’s, each on opens a different application window that show the
corresponding data.
Clicking on the “Data” item of the main menu and then to the “Train” entry, the system
shows a grid in which are displayed all the trains data received in the past by all the LSP’s.
The data are:
 Train code
 Train arrival and departure terminals
 Train type
 Carrier
Clicking on the “Map placeholder” icon on the toolbar the system shows a popup
window in which are reported the departure, arrival and stops terminals for the train.
For each stop are reported:
 Number
 Terminal name
 Travel time
 Stop type
 Active/not active
Clicking on the “Clock” icon the system shows a popup window with a grid in which are
displayed the train schedule data like:
 Trace
 Arrival/departure time
 Reference terminal
 Recurrence type (weekly)
 The start date of the recurrence
 The weekdays in which the train will arrive or leave from the reference terminal
 The recurrence end date
 Active/not active
The user can add new trains to the system by clicking on the “Plus” icon, filling the
requested fields and click on the “Disk” icon to save.
All the received data are editable so the user can open the corresponding window and by
clicking on the “Pencil” icon switch the grid to the edit mode and at the end save the
changes.
The user can also delete the entries.
The system provides a wagon list, the page is reachable by clicking on the “Wagons”
entry of the side menu.
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In this grid the system displays all the wagons data collected by the CluCS AP.
Create edit
and delete
wagons data

Access basic
data

Create, edit
and delete
basic data
ITU
management

Access to the
train
voyages
interface

Access to the
booking
interface

Monitoring
the booking
request
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The user can add new wagons to the system by clicking on the “Plus” icon, filling the
requested fields and click on the “Disk” icon to save.
All records are editable, so the user can enter on edit mode by clicking on the “Pencil”
icon and at the end save the changes.
The user can also delete the entries.
The user can access all the system’s basic data (collected by the CluCS AP), like:
companies, terminals, train types and company types with different and specialized
application views.
For each data type there is a window that display the information and allow the user to
edit them.
Like the other views of the application, also in these cases, are granted the ability to
create edit and delete data.
The system provides an ITU management interface that displays all the ITU’s involved on
the process.
For each ITU are showed the following data:
 Plate
 ILU code
 ITU Type
 Container ISO code
A key interface of the system is the one that display the train voyages supplied by the
LSP’s.
The user can access to this window, by selecting the “Trains” entry on the main menu
and then the “Trains management” item on the left one.
The page consists of a tree view that gives the actual trains scheduling. Going deeply
between nodes are grouped by carrier company, arrival or departure.
Expanding every tree node, the user can reach leaves that represents the train voyage.
On the right part of the window there is a grid in which is showed the composition of the
train.
For each wagon of the train are displayed:
 Position number
 Wagon code
 Load status (full, empty)
A key interface of the system is the one that display the logistic services offered by the
LSP’s and permits to book them.
The user can access to this window, by selecting the “Booking” entry on the main menu
and then the “Logistic services” item on the left one.
The page consists of a table view that gives the actual service scheduling and permit to
book them simply by double clicking.
According to service type chose is required to fill specific field.
E.g. for a vessel departing from Trieste the user has to insert:
 ITU code
 ITU type
 Driver data
 Tractor plate
The system provides a booking management interface that displays the status of all
booking requests. For each request are showed the following data:
 Booking type
 Booking status
 ITU code
 Requested service code
 CluCS node service provider
 Destination country
 Vessel arrival and departure time
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X-Intermodal
integration
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ITU Status

The system provides an export interface to provide to X-Intermodal via CSV file the train
timetable managed by CluCS.
The user can access to this window, by selecting the “Trains” entry on the main menu
and then the “Train voyage legs” item on the left one.
For each timetable are showed, if provided, following data:
 Operator
 Mode
 Valid from
 Valid to
 Departure terminal
 Arrival terminal
 Train nr.
 Weekly schedule (Mo, Tu, We, Th, Fr, Sa, Su)
 Code Closing
 Closing time
 Departure time
 Arrival day
 Arrival time
 Ready for pick time
 Code Pickup
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Massification workshops questionnaires
Zaragoza workshop
AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY INDUSTRY SHIPPER QUESTIONNAIRE
ZLC
Q1-What type of goods does your company transport?
A1- Metal or plastic car components in container or box + pallet
Q2-Does your company currently use the railroad to transport goods?
A2- No, they don’t
Q3- If the answer above is NO, have you used it in the past?
A3- No, they haven’t
Q4-What are the main barriers to a shift to rail by your company?
A4- Transit time, cost, guarantee of collection and delivery date, reliability, frequencies, origins, and
destinations...
Q5-What would be the advantages and opportunities?
A5-The main advantage is the reduction of costs if any and the improvement of the environmental impact in
terms of pollution, noise, etc.
Q6-What are the main barriers when collaborating with other shippers to share the mode of transport?
A6-Unawareness of available frequencies and routes, difficulty accessing this type of information,
confidentiality, ...
Q7-What would be the advantages and opportunities of collaborating with other shippers?
A7-Cost reduction, transport optimization, transit time reduction, additional services such as customs
management etc in a single operator, environmental improvement, ...
Q8-Would your company be willing to collaborate with other shippers to transport goods by rail?
A8-Yes.

Trelleborg workshop
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a. What do you think about the massification concept?
i. Useful for gaining customers
ii. Foster the modal shift
iii. Not relevant for our company
b. Could this way of working be useful for your company?
i. Yes
ii. No
iii. N/A
c. Do you think you could gain market share if your customers would collaborate?
i. Yes
ii. No
iii. N/A
d. Do you think the market share is enough mature for a collaboration way of working?
i. Yes
ii. No
iii. N/A
e. Would you use the tools presented?
i. Yes
ii. No
iii. N/A
Answers were:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Both Useful for gaining and foster the modal shift for 9 attendees
Yes for 9 attendees
Yes for 9 attendees
Yes, but it depends on the logistics stakeholder
Yes for 9 attendees
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LL3 – First phase Warehouse testing results
1. Formation of loading units (Hoods)
DOUBLE STACKING
Testing subject and aids
Referring to the testing unit used to test the double stacking at JDR has the following
description: the necessary subjects are a hood type 2, a hood type 1, an interface plate and a
pallet.
Table 34 - Dimensions of the testing unit (Hood type 2, hood type 1, pallet and an interface plate)

Dimensions

Height [mm]

Width [mm]

Depth [mm]

Weight [kg]

NMLU hood type 2

1.208

1.216

816

48

NMLU hood type 1

620

1.216

816

28

NMLU interface plate

25

1220

820

21

NMLU pallet

144

1.216

816

40

1.220

820

137

Complete testing unit

1.997

The testing was done without any cargo. For cargo securing one strap was stretched over the
weak side of the testing subject. The used equipment was a forklift.
Testing procedure – Double stacking
The stack hood type 2 was mounted on the
stack hood type 1 with an interface plate in
between by forklift.

process time

22 seconds

DOUBLE STACKING OF PALLETS MANUAL
Testing subjects and aids
Referring to the testing unit used to test the double stacking of pallets manual has the following
description: the objects to be tested include a hood type 1, a hood type 2 and a pallet.
Table 35 – Dimensions of the testing unit (Hood type 1, hood type 2 and a pallet)
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Dimensions

Height [mm]

Width [mm]

Depth [mm]

Weight [kg]

NMLU hood type 1

620

1.216

816

28

NMLU hood type 2

1.208

1.216

816

48

NMLU pallet

144

1.216

816

40

Complete testing unit

1.352 / 764

1.216

816

88 / 68

No aids or equipment (e.g. forklift, roller beds) are used and the tests are carried out without
cargo and therefore without cargo securing.
Testing procedure - Double stacking of pallets manual
The stack hood type 2 was mounted on the
stack hood type 1 with an interface plate in
between manual.

process time

14 seconds

STACKING PALLETS
Testing subjects and aids
Referring to the testing unit used to test the stacking pallets procedure at JDR has the following
description: two hoods of type 2 and two pallets are needed.
Table 36 - Dimensions of the testing unit (Two hoods type 2 and two pallets)

Dimensions

Height [mm]

Width [mm]

Depth [mm]

Weight [kg]

NMLU hood type 2

1.208

1.216

816

48

NMLU hood type 2

1.208

1.216

816

48

NMLU pallet

144

1.216

816

40

NMLU pallet

144

1.216

816

40

1.216

816

176

Complete testing unit

2.704

The test was carried out without cargo and without cargo securing. Furthermore, a forklift was
used as equipment.
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Testing procedure - Stacking pallets
At first, one pallet (+hood) was stacked onto
the other without interface plate by forklift.

process time

40 seconds

HOOD OVER BOXES & HOOD OVER EURO STANDARD PALLET
Testing subjects and aids
Referring to testing unit the overall testing scope at JDR has the following description: the
necessary subjects are a hood type 2, an intermediate plate and a pallet.
Table 37 - Dimensions of the testing unit (Hood type 2, an intermediate plate and a pallet)

Dimensions

Height [mm]

Width [mm]

Depth [mm]

Weight [kg]

NMLU hood type 2

1.208

1.216

816

48

NMLU interface plate

25

1220

820

21

NMLU pallet

144

1.216

816

40

1.220

820

109 (+cargo)

Complete testing unit

1.377

Additionally, the test should be able to show if it is possible to put a hood type 2 over a standard
euro pallet with random freight.
The cargo consists of empty cargo boxes that are not weighted. Cargo securing is not
necessary. The equipment that is used includes a forklift and a forklift with clamp.
Testing procedure - Hood over boxes
The hood was put over the four layers of
boxes which are placed on a standard euro
pallet by forklift. At the end of the testing the
hood was removed again.

process time

Time measurement was not
possible/representative, it should be the
same as “over standard euro pallet”

Hood over standard euro pallet
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The hood was put over a standard euro
pallet by forklift. At the end of the testing the
hood was removed again.

process time

42 seconds

2. Behaviour on conveyor technology
Testing subject and aids
The test unit was the NMLU pallet (double stacked with two pallets and with interface plate)
with the objective to test the behaviour of hood loading unit with common handling equipment,
e.g. forklift and pallet truck.
Referring to the testing unit used to test the double stacking at JDR has the following
description: the necessary subjects are a hood type 2, a hood type 1, an interface plate and a
pallet.
Table 38 – Dimensions of the testing unit (Hood type 2, hood type 1, pallet and an interface plate)

Dimensions

Height [mm]

Width [mm]

Depth [mm]

Weight [kg]

NMLU hood type 2

1.208

1.216

816

48

NMLU hood type 1

620

1.216

816

28

NMLU interface plate

25

1220

820

21

NMLU pallet

144

1.216

816

40

1.220

820

137

Complete testing unit

1.997

Testing procedure - Lifting and driving the stack with an interface plate in between
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The stack was lifted with the forklift and must
be at least 1,5m high. Then the forklift
started driving with the lifted stack.

process time

No time required

Testing procedure - Loading stack with and interface plate in between
The stack was loaded into trailer by forklift.

process time

15 seconds

Testing procedure - Unloading stack with an interface plate in between
At the end of the testing procedure, the
forklift unloaded the stack.

process time

20 seconds

Testing procedure - Lifting and moving the stack without interface plate
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The stack was lifted and moved by forklift.

process time

2 seconds

3. Formation of NMLU
Testing subject and aids
Referring to formation of NMLU testing, the testing unit has the following description: the
complete unit is necessary for the testing procedure.
Table 39 - Dimensions of the testing unit (Complete unit)

Dimensions

Amount

Height
[mm]

Width
[mm]

Depth
[mm]

Weight
[kg]

NMLU hood type 1

2

620

1.216

816

28

NMLU hood type 2

4

1.208

1.216

816

48

Interface plate

1

25

1220

820

21

NMLU pallet

5

144

1.216

816

40

NMLU bottom

1

138

2.452

2.062

465

1.547

2.452

2.062

1.140

Complete unit

The testing was done without any cargo. For cargo-securing two small straps per NMLU pallet
were used. Furthermore, three heavy cargo straps for the complete NMLU were needed. The
used equipment includes a forklift and a trailer.
Testing procedure - Storing pallets
The pallets were stored on the NMLU bottom
by forklift.

process time
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Testing procedure - Loading NMLU
bottom
The loaded NMLU bottom was loaded into
the trailer by forklift.

process time

121 seconds

4. Handling NMLU with the truck docked (via ramp) (WFS)
Testing subject and aids
Referring to testing subject, the overall testing scope at WFS has the following scope: the
object to be tested is the complete NMLU.
Table 40 - Dimensions of the testing unit (Complete NMLU)

Dimensions
Complete unit

Height [mm]

Width [mm]

Depth [mm]

Weight [kg]

Max 3.000

2.452

2.132

1.140

Weighted at
WFS facility

840

The testing was done without any cargo. As an aid, two belts per pallet and three heavy belts
were used to secure the NMLU. The equipment used for the test was a ramp (max. 6 tons)
and a forklift.
Testing procedure - Unloading trailer
To start the test procedure, the first step
was to unload the trailer by forklift.

process time
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Testing procedure - Handling test
Handling test with the NMLU bottom with
high forks was performed by forklift.

Handling test with the NMLU bottom with
low forks was performed by forklift.

process time

Time is not required

Testing procedure - Loading
The NMLU bottom was loaded into
trailer by forklift.

process time

170 seconds

5. Loading NMLU into truck sideways (WFS)
Testing subject and aids
Referring to testing subject, when loading the NMLU into truck sideways the complete NMLU
is tested.
Table 41 - Dimensions of the testing unit (Complete NMLU)

Dimensions
Complete unit
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Height [mm]

Width [mm]

Depth [mm]

Weight [kg]

Max 3.000

2.452

2.132

1.140
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Weighted at
WFS facility

840

The testing was done without any cargo. As an aid two straps per pallet, three heavy cargo
straps to secure the NMLU were used. The forklift serves as equipment.
Testing procedure - Loading NMLU sideways
To end the testing procedure, the NMLU
bottom was loaded into trailer sideways.

process time

100 seconds

6. Un(-loading) with semi-automated roller beds, handling on roller tracks
(DHL)
At DHL, the behaviour of the complete NMLU was tested on a conveyor belt of the automated
unloading system.
Testing subject and aids
Referring to testing subject, the overall testing scope at DHL has the following description: the
object to be used is the complete NMLU.
Table 42 - Dimensions of the testing unit (Complete NMLU)

Dimensions
Complete NMLU

Height [mm]

Width [mm]

Depth [mm]

Weight [kg]

Max 3.000

2.452

2.132

1.140

The testing was done without any cargo. As aids to secure the cargo, two belts per pallet,
three heavy loading belts for securing NMLU were used. The used equipment were roller beds,
a ramp with roller conveyors movable in all directions and in addition, a JDR trailer with nondriven roller conveyors and a DHL trailer with non-driven roller conveyors.
Testing procedure - Unloading NMLU
To start the test the first step was to unload
the NMLU from trailer with semi-automated
roller beds.
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process time

60 seconds

Testing procedure - NMLU on roller bed
The NMLU was moved back and forth on the
semi-automated roller bed.

process time

20 seconds (depends on the lengths of
the roller bed)

Testing procedure - Loading NMLU into trailer
The NMLU bottom was loaded into the trailer
with semi-automated roller beds.

process time
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LL3 - Truck – Train transhipment location
Some pictures of the transhipment location are shown:

Figure 66 – Transhipment testing – Entry gate

Figure 67 – Transhipment testing – ContainerMover on its way

Figure 68 – Transhipment testing – Transhipment location at the end of the track
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Figure 69 – Transhipment testing – Transhipment location back to gate

Figure 70 – Transhipment testing – Transhipment location
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LL3 - Truck-Train transhipment tests – Detailed results of the 4 runs
1. Rail to Road
Step Nbr

Item Description

1
2
3
4
5

Description of moment of Start

Description of moment of End

Vehicle Enty on Hub / Start of sequence
Vehicle going to container
slot at waggon group
wagon-positioning
procedure
automatic horiz.
transhipment
vehicle driving from wagon
slot to exit of hub

6

starting time

Duration in
seconds
(difference)

Notes

10:14:00

time

stopping at slot at wagon

0:01:10

duration

start of driver using side camera

vehicle correctly positioned

0:00:49

duration

Start of initiating the aut system

End of aut transhipment. System :
“ready to drive“

0:04:21

duration

Starting driving at wagon

Passing exit gate hub

0:00:48

duration

Total duration

0:07:08

duration

10:21:08

time

driving from arrival point

Vehicle exit from Hub / End of sequence

End time

2. Road to Rail
Step Nbr

Item Description

1
2
3
4
5

Description of moment of Start

Description of moment of End

Vehicle Enty on Hub / Start of sequence
Vehicle going to container
slot at waggon group
wagon-positioning
procedure
automatic horiz.
transhipment
vehicle driving from wagon
slot to exit of hub

6

starting time

Duration in
seconds
(difference)

Notes

10:34:30

time

stopping at slot at wagon

0:01:24

duration

start of driver using side camera

vehicle correctly positioned

0:00:33

duration

Start of initiating the aut system

End of aut transhipment. System :
“ready to drive“

0:04:38

duration

Starting driving at wagon

Passing exit gate hub

0:00:54

duration

Total duration

0:07:29

duration

10:41:59

time

driving from arrival point

Vehicle exit from Hub / End of sequence

End time

3. Rail to Road
Step Nbr

Item Description

1
2
3
4
5

Description of moment of Start

Description of moment of End

Vehicle Enty on Hub / Start of sequence
Vehicle going to container
slot at waggon group
wagon-positioning
procedure
automatic horiz.
transhipment
vehicle driving from wagon
slot to exit of hub

6
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starting time

Duration in
seconds
(difference)

Notes

11:04:00

time

stopping at slot at wagon

0:01:09

duration

start of driver using side camera

vehicle correctly positioned

0:00:25

duration

Start of initiating the aut system

End of aut transhipment. System :
“ready to drive“

0:04:35

duration

Starting driving at wagon

Passing exit gate hub

0:00:43

duration

Total duration

0:06:52

duration

11:10:52

time

driving from arrival point

Vehicle exit from Hub / End of sequence

End time

120

V2.0

4. Road to Rail
Step Nbr

Item Description

1
2
3
4
5

Description of moment of Start

Description of moment of End

Vehicle Enty on Hub / Start of sequence
Vehicle going to container
slot at waggon group
wagon-positioning
procedure
automatic horiz.
transhipment
vehicle driving from wagon
slot to exit of hub

6

CLUSTERS 2.0

starting time

Duration in
seconds
(difference)

Notes

11:23:00

time

driving from arrival point

stopping at slot at wagon

0:01:19

duration

start of driver using side camera

vehicle correctly positioned

0:00:50

duration

Start of initiating the aut system

End of aut transhipment. System :
“ready to drive“

0:04:25

duration

Starting driving at wagon

Passing exit gate hub

0:00:49

duration

Total duration

0:07:23

duration

11:30:23

time

Vehicle exit from Hub / End of sequence

End time

121

V2.0

